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Abstract
The mitochondrial oxidative phosphorylation system is composed of five multisubunit enzyme
complexes. Complex I is the first and largest of these, containing 46 subunits, seven encoded by
mitochondrial DNA (mtDNA) and the rest by nuclear DNA. Isolated complex I deficiency is a major
cause of metabolic errors in infancy and childhood, presenting as encephalomyopathies or
multisystem disorders. Due to the bigenomic origin of complex I, the genetic causes of these defects
can be either mitochondrial or nuclear.

The object of the present work was to identify the underlying genetic cause in cases of children
with complex I deficiency and to obtain more information on the structurally and functionally
important sites of complex I subunits. The complete coding region of mtDNA was analysed by
conformation-sensitive gel electrophoresis and subsequent sequencing. In addition, nine nuclear
genes encoding conserved subunits of complex I were sequenced. The structural and functional
consequences of the new sequence variants were further elucidated using mutagenesis of homologous
residue in bacterial NDH-1 or by studying complex I assembly and expression in patient cell lines.

Analysis of the mtDNA coding region in 50 children revealed four definitely pathogenic
mutations, 3460G>A, 10191T>C, 11778G>A and 14487T>C, in seven patients. In addition, two
novel mtDNA base pair substitutions were identified, 3866T>C in a patient with muscle weakness
and short stature and 4681T>C in a patient with Leigh syndrome. The latter mutation causes a
Leu71Pro amino acid exchange in the ND2 subunit. Cybrid clones harbouring this mutation retained
the complex I defect, and reduced amounts of fully assembled complex I were detected in patient cell
lines. The 3866T>C mutation leads to a Ile187Thr amino acid substitution in the ND1 subunit, and
functional studies of the homologous amino acid substitution in E. coli showed that this had an effect
on the assembly or stability of the NDH-1 holoenzyme. Sequencing of the nine nuclear-encoded
complex I genes revealed only one novel base pair substitution with pathogenic potential. Further
studies are needed, however, to establish the role of the Arg18Cys substitution in the mitochondrial
leading peptide of the TYKY subunit.

The above findings emphasize the contribution of mtDNA mutations to the aetiology of pediatric
patients with complex I deficiency. Furthermore, two LHON primary mutations were identified in the
present cohort of patients, although the clinical signs differed considerably from the classical
symptoms of LHON. This suggests that the phenotype caused by primary LHON mutations is more
variable than has so far been thought.

Keywords: DNA mutational analysis, inborn errors of metabolism, mitochondria,
mitochondrial DNA, mitochondrial encephalomyopathies, NADH dehydrogenase,
oxidative phosphorylation, site-directed mutagenesis
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1 Introduction 

The mitochondria are the power plants of the eukaryotic cell, storing energy from 
nutrients into chemical bonds of adenosine triphosphate (ATP) in a process referred to as 
respiration. The reaction is carried out by the oxidative phosphorylation (OXPHOS) 
system, which is situated in a highly folded mitochondrial inner membrane. The 
OXPHOS system is composed of five multisubunit enzyme complexes, the first and 
largest of which, NADH:ubiquinone oxidoreductase (complex I), is also structurally by 
far the most complicated. Complex I is formed of 46 subunits encoded by two separate 
genomes, 14 being encoded by the mitochondrial DNA (mtDNA) and the rest by nuclear 
DNA. As a result of intensive investigations during recent years, significant progress has 
been made in the field of complex I assembly, structure, function and pathology. 

Complex I deficiency is the most common OXPHOS system disorder in children, and 
because of the dual genomic origin of the complex, it may follow either a maternal or 
Mendelian inheritance pattern. The clinical spectrum of complex I deficiency is wide, 
varying from severe lactic acidosis in infants to muscular weakness in adults. The many 
devastating neurodegenerative disorders of childhood associated with complex I 
deficiency emphasize the need for identifying the underlying genetic defect and further 
elucidating the molecular mechanisms involved in the functioning of complex I. There is 
no simple way at present to prioritise candidate genes for mutation analysis. Mutations 
have been reported in both nuclear and mitochondrial genes encoding subunits for 
complex I, but these still cover only approximately 40% of the patients analysed. Thus 
the origin of the defect in the majority of cases seems to lie in functional rather than 
structural genes. Only two genes encoding factors involved in the assembly of human 
complex I have been identified so far, however. 

The aim of this work was to determine the underlying genetic defect in 50 children 
with isolated or combined complex I deficiency or other OXPHOS enzyme deficiency. 
The mutation analysis covered the complete coding region of mtDNA and nine nuclear 
genes encoding the best-conserved and functionally most important subunits of complex 
I. The pathogenic role of the novel mutations identified was further established by means 
of bioinformatics and by Escherichia coli mutagenesis, or by studying the assembly and 
expression of complex I at the protein level.  



2 Review of the literature 

2.1  Energy metabolism in cells 

Organisms need energy for mechanical work, for the active transport of molecules and 
ions and for the synthesis of macromolecules and other biomolecules. The free energy 
used in these processes comes from the environment, but before the energy from nutrients 
can be utilized by the cell, it has to be converted to chemical energy and stored in a useful 
form, that known as ATP. This energy conversion takes place in mitochondria and is 
termed oxidative phosphorylation (Fig. 1). The glucose metabolism under aerobic 
conditions begins with glycolysis in the cytosol, and the overall reaction results in 
conversion of the glucose into two pyruvate molecules, giving a net energy yield of two 
ATP molecules. In addition, two nicotinamide adenine dinucleotide molecules (NADH) 
are reduced in the reaction. Under aerobic conditions pyruvate and NADH are transferred 
to the mitochondria. When pyruvate enters the matrix, it reacts with coenzyme A to 
generate acetyl-CoA, CO2 and reduced NADH, the acetyl-CoA being further oxidized in 
the Krebs cycle. The net energy yield of the overall oxidation of two pyruvate molecules 
from one glucose molecule is conserved in ten NADH, two flavin adenine dinucleotide 
(FADH2) and two ATP molecules. Under anaerobic conditions pyruvate is converted into 
lactate by lactate dehydrogenase in a reversible reaction which enables glycolysis to 
proceed transiently in active tissues such as contracting muscle. The lactate formed in 
these active tissues is secreted into the bloodstream and then oxidized back to pyruvate in 
the liver. (Berg et al. 2002.) 

Another way to produce acetyl-CoA for the Krebs cycle is through the oxidation of 
fatty acids in the mitochondrial matrix. Free fatty acids are coupled to coenzyme A to 
form acyl-CoA in the outer mitochondrial membrane. Long-chain acyl-CoA esters, being 
unable to traverse the mitochondrial membrane by themselves, are carried across as 
carnitine esters. On the matrix side, the regenerated acyl-CoA molecules are then 
shortened by two carbon atoms in a cyclic process called β-oxidation. This continues 
until all the carbon atoms in the acyl-CoA have been converted into two carbon acetyl-
CoA molecules, which enter the Krebs cycle. One molecule of NADH, and one of 
FADH2 and two of acetyl-CoA are produced in every cycle. (Berg et al. 2002.) 
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Fig. 1. Energy metabolism in cells. Oxidation of nutrients in the cytosol and in the 
mitochondrial matrix leads to ATP generation by the oxidative phorphorylation system. The 
ATP is then used to drive biosynthetic reactions and other processes in the cell that require 
energy. OXPHOS = oxidative phosphorylation, ADP = adenosine diphosphate, ATP = 
adenosine triphosphate. 

2.2  Mitochondria 

Mitochondria are membrane-enclosed organelles present in the cytosol of every 
eukaryotic cell. Depending on the energy need of the cell it may contain hundreds or even 
thousands of mitochondria. The main function of a mitochondrion is to produce energy 
by utilizing ogygen and the byproducts of the oxidation of nutrients. (Mathews et al. 
2000.) 

The origins of mitochondria are thought to date back to the time around 1.5 billion 
years ago when the Earth’s atmosphere first became rich in oxygen. Since the ancestral 
eukaryotic cells were not able to use oxygen in their energy production, a primitive 
eukaryotic cell united with free-living oxygen-metabolizing α-proteobacteria in order to 
obtain that ability. The symbiosis between these two types of cell evolved over time, the 
host cell received the ability for power generation in return for sheltering the bacterial 
cell (Gray et al. 1993). This serial endosymbiosis theory has recently been revised (Gray 
et al. 1999, Vellai & Vida 1999) to incorporate the view that there were no 
amitochondriate eukaryotes, but rather the fusion of anaerobic archaeobacteria with 
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respiration-competent proteobacteria represented the origin of the eukaryotes. (Scheffler 
2001, Alberts et al. 2002.)  

2.2.1  Structure of mitochondria 

Mitochondria are traditionally described as distinct cell organelles surrounded by a 
membrane, although recent developments in the imaging of living cells have shown that 
mitochondria are mobile and plastic, as they are constantly changing their shape and 
location. Also, rather than being distinct organelles, they are seen as forming continuous 
tubular networks that undergo fusions and fission. (Bereiter-Hahn & Voth 1994.) 

Mitochondria are surrounded by two highly specialized membranes, the outer and 
inner membranes (Fig. 2A). The area enclosed by the inner membrane is called the 
matrix. Another compartment, left between the outer and inner membranes, is called the 
intermembrane space. Each of these membranes and spaces contains a unique set of 
proteins, according to which they can be distinguished from one another. The outer 
membrane is permeable to molecules of size ≤5000 daltons, enabling their entry into the 
intermembrane space from the cytosol. Thus the cytosol and intermembrane space are 
highly similar with regard to their small molecule content. The inner mitochondrial 
membrane, on the other hand, is highly selective, containing cardiolipin and several 
selective transport proteins for molecules needed on the matrix side. The inner 
mitochondrial membrane is also highly folded, forming structures called cristae that 
project into the matrix. These structures increase the area of the inner mitochondrial 
membrane, which is where ATP production occurs via respiratory chain and complex V. 
The electron transfer of the respiratory chain is coupled to proton pumping across the 
inner mitochondrial membrane, leading to a pH gradient with a higher pH on the matrix 
side than in the cytosol. In addition, proton transfer generates a voltage gradient across 
the membrane, with the negative pole on the matrix side and the positive pole on the 
outside. Together, the pH gradient and the membrane potential form an electrochemical 
proton gradient across the inner mitochondrial membrane which is essential for the 
synthesis of ATP and for the import of molecules into the mitochondria. (Alberts et al. 
2002.) 

2.2.2  Oxidative phosphorylation in mitochondria 

Oxidative phosphorylation is carried out by five multisubunit enzyme complexes (Fig. 
2B). Electrons from NADH and FADH2 are transported to oxygen by a respiratory chain 
composed of NADH:ubiquinone oxidoreductase (complex I), succinate:ubiquinone 
oxidoreductase (complex II), ubiquinone:cytochrome c oxidoreductase (complex III) and 
cytochrome c oxidase (complex IV). The final step, the production of ATP from ADP and 
inorganic phosphate is carried out by ATP synthase (complex V). Rather than being 
isolated complexes, these enzymes seem to occur together, forming supercomplexes 
(Schägger and Pfeiffer 2000, Schägger and Pfeiffer 2001), with varying stoichiometries 
depending on the use of different solubilization detergents (Schägger 2002, Schafer et al. 
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2006). The functional significance of this supercomplex formation is thought to involve 
catalytic enhancement by channelling of the substrates and prevention of competition 
from other enzymes, prevention of the generation of reactive oxygen species (ROS) and 
stabilization of the individual OXPHOS enzyme complexes (Schägger 2002, Acin-Perez 
et al. 2004).  

The operation of the respiratory chain is characterized by two processes, electron flow 
within the enzyme complexes and the transport of protons across the inner mitochondrial 
membrane. NADH is oxidized by the first and largest enzyme of the respiratory chain, 
complex I. Electrons are passed through the enzyme via prosthetic groups flavin 
mononucleotide (FMN) and seven iron-sulphur clusters, to ubiquinone (UQ). FADH2 
donates the electrons to complex II. The enzyme operates both in the respiratory chain 
and in the Krebs cycle, where it oxidizes succinate to fumarate, yielding FADH2. 
Electrons are carried through complex II via flavin adenine dinucleotide (FAD) and three 
iron-sulphur clusters to ubiquinone. Complex II also contains one b heme, the functional 
role of which is currently unclear. The reaction of complex II is reversible and the 
direction of electron flow through the enzyme is dictated by the relative concentrations of 
the reactants and products. Thus, in addition to being an entry point for electrons into the 
respiratory chain, complex II also participates in regulation of the Krebs cycle. Electrons 
from complexes I and II reduce ubiquinone (UQ) to ubiquinol (QH2), which is 
hydrophobic and shuttles within the inner mitochondrial membrane, transferring the 
electrons further to complex III. The electrons pass through the complex III dimer via 
cytochrome b, a binuclear iron-sulphur cluster and cytochrome c1, which donates them to 
ferricytochrome c. Complex IV catalyzes the final step of the respiratory chain, the 
transfer of the electrons from ferrocytochrome c to dioxygen, to produce water. The 
electron transportation occurs via four redox centres, a binuclear copper centre (CuA), a 
mononuclear copper centre (CuB) and two hemes (a and a3). In addition to electron 
transport, complexes I, III and IV serve as proton pumps. The enzymes use energy from 
the electron transfer to translocate protons from the matrix side into the intermembrane 
space, producing an electrochemical gradient across the inner mitochondrial membrane. 
The free energy released from the flow of protons back across the membrane is then used 
by complex V for chemical work to produce ATP from ADP and inorganic phosphate. 
(Schultz & Chan 2001, Berg et al. 2002.) 
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Fig. 2. Structure of the mitochondrion (A). Schematic representation of the respiratory chain 
complexes I-IV and complex V in the mitochondrial inner membrane (B). The electron (e-) 
and proton (H+) flows are indicated by arrows. OXPHOS = oxidative phosphorylation, m = 
matrix, ims = intermembrane space, UQ = ubiquinone, cyt c = cytochrome c. 

2.3  Mitochondrial DNA 

Mitochondria contain their own genome, mitochondrial DNA (mtDNA) (Nass & Nass 
1963). Each cell can harbour hundreds or even thousands of mtDNA molecules, with 2-
10 copies per mitochondrion. The mtDNA is maternally inherited, as although a few 
mitochondria from the sperm cell may enter the oozyte during fertilization, they are 
eliminated by a ubiquitin-dependent mechanism (Sutovsky et al. 2000). Interestingly, 
recent data related to human disease has shown that the paternal mtDNA can escape this 
elimination and be transmitted to the muscle tissue of the offspring (Schwartz & Vissing 
2002). 

MtDNA has a circular double-stranded structure, and its complete 16 568 bp 
nucleotide sequence has been resolved (Anderson et al. 1981, Andrews et al. 1999) (Fig. 
3). The two strands of mtDNA have significantly different base compositions, the heavy 
(H) strand being rich in guanines and the other, light (L) strand rich in thymines. MtDNA 
encodes 37 genes, of which 28 are encoded by the H-strand and 9 by the L-strand. The 
majority of the genes encode an RNA product, so that there are 22 mitochondrial tRNAs 
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and two rRNAs (23S and 16S). The remaining 13 genes encode proteins of the OXPHOS 
system. The mitochondrial genome is compact, as the genes lack introns and are tightly 
packed, overlapping each other, or else, in most cases, the coding sequences of adjacent 
genes are contiguous or separated by only one or two non-coding bases. There are only 
two non-coding regions in mtDNA, a displacement (D) loop of about 1 kb between tRNA 
(Phe) and tRNA (Pro) and a region of ~30 nucleotides located inside a tRNA cluster 
about two-thirds of the way from the D-loop. (Strachan & Read 1999.) 

2.3.1  Replication and transcription 

The mitochondrial genome is replicated and transcribed within the organelle. The cis-
elements responsible for the regulation of these processes are mainly located within the 
D-loop region of the mtDNA. By contrast, all the trans-acting factors, such as mtRNA 
polymerase, mtDNA polymerase γ and the regulatory factors, are nuclear-encoded. 
(Garesse & Vallejo 2001.) 

The mechanism of mtDNA replication is currently under debate. The first model, 
suggested three decades ago (Kasamatsu and Vinograd, 1973) describes it as an 
asynchronous displacement reaction involving two independent, unidirectional origins OH 
and OL (Clayton, 1982) (Fig. 3). This model has recently been challenged by a new 
bidirectional strand-coupled mechanism of mtDNA replication (Holt et al. 2000) in which 
the origin of replication of both the leading and lagging strands is located downstream 
from the original OH. The replication fork is thought to move bidirectionally from the 
origin of replication along the parental mtDNA strand until the OH is reached (Bowmaker 
et al. 2003). Differences have been detected between mtDNA replication in cultured cells 
and in solid tissues (Yasukawa et al. 2005), and it remains to be resolved whether or not 
both of these replication mechanisms exist, perhaps regulated by different physiological 
conditions in the cell.  

The replication and transcription are linked together, as the same RNA primer is used 
in both transcription of the L-strand and replication of the mtDNA. Transcription of the 
L-strand begins at the initiation point (L), located in the LSP promoter area of the D-loop 
(Fig. 3). The L-strand is transcribed as a single polycistronic precursor RNA containing 
eight tRNAs and the ND6 mRNA (Attardi & Schatz 1988). Two models exist for the 
transcription of the H-strand. Montoya et al. (1983) suggested that the RNA synthesis 
starts at two transcription initiation points, H1 and H2, located in the HSP promoter area 
of the D-loop, while another model proposes the existence of only one major 
transcription initiation point, H1 (Clayton 1992). The transcription of both strands of 
mtDNA leads to a polycistronic primary RNA molecule in which both of the rRNA genes 
and almost all the protein genes are flanked by tRNA genes. This unique genetic 
organization has led to a proposal that the cloverleaf secondary structures of the tRNA 
sequences may act as a signal for the processing enzymes. Precise endonucleolytic 
excision of the tRNAs from the polycistronic transcripts would then yield correctly 
processed rRNAs and mRNAs. (Ojala et al. 1981.) In a few cases where there are no 
tRNAs flanking the mRNA, there may be secondary structures resembling tRNA 
cloverleafs that are recognized by the processing enzymes. 
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Fig. 3. Mitochondrial DNA encodes two rRNAs (12S and 16S), 22 tRNAs (marked with one-
letter amino acid codes) and 13 subunits of OXPHOS enzyme complexes: ND1-ND6 and 
ND4L for complex I (highlighted in figure), cyt b for complex III, CO I-III for complex IV 
and ATPase 6 and 8 for complex V. D loop = displacement loop, HSP and LSP = heavy and 
light strand promoters for transcription, OH and OL = heavy and light strand replication 
origins. 

2.4  Complex I  

Complex I is the largest and most complicated enzyme of the mitochondrial respiratory 
chain. It can be separated into distinct subunit fractions upon exposure to certain 
reagents. This feature has been exploited extensively to resolve the subunit composition 
of both bacterial and mammalian complex I. Although purified already almost 50 years 
ago (Hatefi et al. 1962), it is only very recently that any substantial progress has been 
made towards resolving the high-resolution structure of complex I (Hinchliffe & Sazanov 
2005, Sazanov & Hinchliffe 2006).  
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2.4.1  Structure of complex I 

Electron microscopic studies on species such as Neurospora crassa (Guénebaut et al. 
1997), Escherichia coli (Guénebaut et al. 1998) and Bos taurus (Grigorieff 1998) have 
revealed an overall L-shaped structure for complex I. The enzyme is formed of a 
hydrophobic membrane arm lying within the inner mitochondrial membrane or the 
bacterial cytoplasmic membrane and a hydrophilic arm protruding into the mitochondrial 
matrix space or the bacterial cytoplasmic phase (Hofhaus et al. 1991, Guénebaut et al. 
1998). The core of the complex I is formed by 14 subunits which are common in species 
ranging from bacteria to humans. Seven of these are predominantly hydrophilic (the 75, 
51, 49, 30 and 24 kDa, TYKY and PSST subunits) and seven are highly hydrophobic 
subunits dominated by transmembrane helices (ND1-ND6 and ND4L subunits). These 14 
core subunits contain all the known redox cofactors and the substrate binding site of 
complex I. (Walker 1992.)  

2.4.1.1  Complex I in Escherichia coli 

The proton-pumping NADH-ubiquinone oxidoreductase NDH-1 is a bacterial counterpart 
of mitochondrial complex I (Yagi 1993). The NDH-1 contains 13-14 subunits, NuoA-N, 
and it is about 530 kDa in size (Weidner et al. 1993). The genes encoding the subunits are 
organized in what is known as the nuo-operon (NADH-ubiquinone oxidoreductase) with 
the particularity that the genes nuoC and nuoD are fused in E.coli (Weidner et al. 1993, 
Braun et al. 1998, Friedrich, 1998) (Table 1).  

NDH-1 can be fragmented into three modules by means of biochemical procedures: an 
NADH dehydrogenase part, a connecting part and a membrane part (Leif et al. 1995) 
(Fig. 4). The NADH dehydrogenase fragment contains three hydrophilic subunits, NuoE, 
F and G, with FMN and up to six iron-sulphur clusters as cofactors, and it is considered to 
represent the electron input part of the enzyme (Leif et al. 1995, Braun et al. 1998, 
Friedrich 2001, Hinchliffe & Sazanov 2005). The connecting amphipathic fragment is 
composed of subunits NuoB, CD and I and contains the rest of the iron-sulphur clusters, 
including N2 (Leif et al. 1995, Hinchliffe & Sazanov 2005) which presumably interacts 
with ubiquinone (Ohnishi 1998). The membrane fragment contains seven hydrophobic 
subunits NuoA, H and J-N, which participate in proton transportation and possibly in 
ubiquinone binding (Leif et al. 1995, Friedrich 1998, Hinchliffe & Sazanov 2005). The 
structural and functional similarities between the bacterial and human forms of complex I 
allow NDH-1 to be used as a minimal model for studying this enzyme. In addition, E. 
coli is an ideal organism for studying the mitochondrially encoded subunits, since the 
genetic manipulation of mtDNA is extremely laborious. 
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Fig. 4. Proton-pumping NADH-ubiquinone oxidoreductase (NDH-1) in E. coli. The three 
functionally distinct modules and their subunit compositions are shown. 

2.4.1.2  Complex I in mammals 

Mitochondrial complex I is one of the most complicated enzymes known, with a total 
molecular mass of approximately 1 MDa (Walker 1992). It is composed of 46 subunits, 
of which seven are encoded by the mtDNA (ND1-ND6 and ND4L) and the rest by genes 
residing in the nucleus. At the moment, the amino acid sequences of all except one of the 
subunits have been determined. Complex I from bovine heart mitochondria is the best-
characterized mammalian enzyme, serving as a valuable model for the human enzyme. 
(Walker 1992, Carroll et al. 2003.) 
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Fig. 5. Structure and function of mammalian complex I in the inner mitochondrial 
membrane. The fractions obtained by detergent disruption are indicated in the structure. 
Two electrons from NADH are transferred from FMN through seven iron-sulphur clusters to 
ubiquinone, at the same time as four protons are pumped from the matrix to the 
intermembrane space. FP = flavoprotein fraction, IP = iron protein fraction, HP = 
hydrophobic protein fraction, FMN = flavin mononucleotide, Fe-S = iron-sulphur cluster, e- = 
electron, UQ = ubiquinone, H+ = proton, m = matrix, ims = intermembrane space. 

The subunit composition of bovine complex I has been determined by resolving the intact 
enzyme into a number of fragments with chaotropic agents (Fig. 5). Treatment with 
perchlorate led to an initial fractionation of the enzyme into three functional parts: a 
water-soluble flavoprotein (FP), a water-soluble iron protein (IP) and a hydrophobic 
protein fraction (HP) (Galante & Hatefi 1979). The well-characterized FP fragment is 
catalytically active, containing a 51 kDa subunit with FMN and one tetranuclear iron-
sulphur cluster as cofactors, a 24 kDa subunit with one binuclear iron-sulphur cluster and 
a 10 kDa subunit (Ragan et al. 1982). The IP fragment contains the rest of the iron-
sulphur clusters and the HP fragment is formed mostly of membrane-bound subunits. The 
hydrophilic fragments FP and IP lie within the matrix space constituting the peripheral 
arm of complex I, whereas the HP fragment forms the membrane arm. (Ragan 1987.) 
More recently, fractionation of bovine complex I with the mild detergent 
lauryldimethylamine oxide (LDAO) has led to the separation of two fragments Iα and Iβ 
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(Finel et al. 1992, Carroll et al. 2002), and further sucrose gradient centrifugation of 
fragment Iα has led to the isolation of a smaller fragment Iλ (Finel et al. 1994, Fearnley 
et al. 2001). The Iλ fragment includes the seven nuclear-encoded core subunits with all 
the bound redox cofactors and represents the hydrophilic arm of complex I (Fearnley et 
al. 2001) (Table 1). In addition to the Iλ fragment subunits, fragment Iα contains at least 
eight subunits which are part of the membrane arm. This subfraction is called Iγ. The Iβ 
fragment contains at least 13 hydrophobic subunits and forms the major part of the 
membrane arm. (Carroll et al. 2003, Hirst et al. 2003.)  

The characterization of human complex I has greatly benefited from the work done on 
bovine complex I. The fractionation of complex I as described above requires large 
amounts of mitochondria as starting material, which is not easy to obtain from human 
tissue sources. The subunit composition of human heart complex I has been studied by 
sucrose gradient fractionation and by immunocapture using monoclonal antibodies 
against bovine complex I, and as a result, 45 human homologues to the bovine complex I 
subunits have been identified (Hanson et al. 2001b, Murray et al. 2003, Taylor et al. 
2003). The chromosomal localizations and coding sequences of all the bovine subunits 
characterized at the peptide level now have known counterparts in humans (Loeffen et al. 
1998b, Smeitink et al. 2001b, Hirst et al. 2003). The nomenclature of human complex I 
subunits employed here follows the bovine nomenclature, but the names of the genes are 
from the human genome (Table 1). 
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Table 1.  Complex I subunits within subcomplexes. 

Subcomplex Subunit (bovine)  Gene (human)  E. coli  Specific features  
75 kDa NDUFS1 NuoG  [2Fe-2S] (N1b), [4Fe-4S] (N4), 

[4Fe-4S] (N5) 
[4Fe-4S] (N7)b 

51 kDa NDUFV1 NuoF  FMN, [4Fe-4S] (N3) 
49 kDa NDUFS2 NuoCDa  
30 kDa NDUFS3 NuoCDa  
24 kDa NDUFV2 NuoE [2Fe-2S] (N1a) 
PSST NDUFS7 NuoB [4Fe-4S] (N2) 
TYKY NDUFS8 NuoI  2 [4Fe-4S] (N6a, N6b) 
AQDQ (18 kDa)  NDUFS4 -  
13 kDa  NDUFS6 -  
10 kDa NDUFV3 -  
B17.2 NDUFA12 - also called DAP13 
B16.6 NDUFA13 - also called GRIM-19 
B14.7 NDUFA11 -  
B14.5a NDUFA7 -  
B13 NDUFA5 -  

Iλ 

B8 NDUFA2 -  
42 kDa NDUFA10 - phosphorylated 
39 kDa NDUFA9 - NADPH, phosphorylated  
15 kDa NDUFS5 -  
MWFE NDUFA1 - phosphorylated 
PGIV NDUFA8 -  
B14 NDUFA6 -  
B9 NDUFA3 -  

Iα 

Iγ 

ND1  ND1 NuoH  encoded by mtDNA 
ND2 ND2 NuoN  encoded by mtDNA 
ND3 ND3 NuoA  encoded by mtDNA 
ND4L ND4L NuoK  encoded by mtDNA 
ND6 ND6 NuoJ  encoded by mtDNA 
KFYI NDUFC1 -  
MLRQ NDUFA4 - cardiolipin 
SDAP NDUFAB1 - an acyl carrier protein 

at the 
interface 
between 
Iγ and Iβ 

B15 NDUFB4 -  
a NuoC and NuoD are fused in E. coli. 
 b This iron-sulphur cluster is present only in some species of bacteria (E. coli) (Nakamaru-Ogiso et al. 2005).  
Subunits studied in the present work are marked in bold. 
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Table 1 (continued). 

Subcomplex Subunit (Bovine)  Gene (Human)  E. coli  Specific features  
AGGG NDUFB2 -  
ASHI NDUFB8 -  
ESSS NDUFB11 - also called NP17.3, phosphorylated 
MNLL NDUFB1 -  
PDSW NDUFB10 -  
SGDH NDUFB5 -  
B22 NDUFB9 -  
B18 NDUFB7 -  
B17 NDUFB6 -  
B14.5b NDUFC2 -  
B12 NDUFB3 -  
ND4 ND4 NuoM  encoded by mtDNA 
ND5 ND5 NuoL  encoded by mtDNA 

Iβ 

10.6 kDa ? - unresolved protein sequence 
Based on Carroll et al. (2003), Hirst et al. (2003), Holt et al. (2003) and Brandt (2006). 

2.4.2  Biogenesis of complex I 

The assembly of mitochondrial complex I is a multi-step process which involves the 
correct organization of up to 46 subunits. These are encoded in two distinct cell 
compartments, imported into the mitochondria and assembled into a holoenzyme 
embedded in the mitochondrial inner membrane. Before the nuclear-encoded subunits are 
able to form a functionally active enzyme together with the mtDNA encoded subunits, 
several post-translational modifications have to occur. In fact, it seems that all except two 
of the 38 nuclear-encoded complex I subunits sequenced so far are modified during or 
after cytoplasmic translation (Carroll et al. 2005).  

2.4.2.1  Post-translational modifications  

Most subunits have N-terminal extensions acting as mitochondrial leading sequences, 
which are removed during the import process. The mitochondrial leading peptide is 
characterized by positively charged, hydroxylated, hydrophobic amino acids and has the 
potential to form an amphiphilic alpha helix (Roise & Schatz 1988, von Heijne et al. 
1989). Subunits with no N-terminal leading peptide have internal targeting sequences that 
are much less well defined and may be spread over the entire length of the protein. 
(Truscott et al. 2003.) The majority of these subunits have other N-terminal modifications 
such as removal of the translational initiator methionine and acetylation of the alpha-
amino group of the second residue (Carroll et al. 2005). Reversible phosphorylation of 
the subunits has been suggested to regulate the enzyme activity and affect electron 
transfer or the formation of ROS (Schilling et al. 2005). Phosphorylation of the 42 kDa 
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(Schulenberg et al. 2003), 39 kDa (Schilling et al. 2005), ESSS (Chen et al. 2004) and 
MWFE subunits (Raha et al. 2002) has been observed. The catalytic activity of complex I 
also seems to be closely dependent on phospholipids, and three classes of interaction 
have been identified (Sharpley et al. 2006). The most tightly bonded is cardiolipin, which 
may have a functional role or be required for structural integrity, especially for the 
presence of the MLRQ subunit (Hirst et al. 2003).  

2.4.2.2  Incorporation of prosthetic groups  

Once the seven nuclear-encoded hydrophilic subunits of complex I have reached the 
mitochondria, incorporation of the prosthetic groups, i.e. FMN and the eight iron-sulphur 
clusters, occurs (Hirst et al. 2003). These prosthetic groups are most likely inserted in an 
analogous manner to other systems, where the formation of iron-sulphur clusters is 
catalyzed by ferrochelatases, while FMN may not need any protein factor for insertion 
(Schulte 2001). Interestingly, a novel complex I subunit Nqo15 was identified when 
resolving the crystal structure of the peripheral arm in Thermus thermophilus (Sazanov & 
Hinchliffe 2006). The Nqo15 subunit possesses a fold resembling that seen in proteins of 
the frataxin family, which are thought to be iron chaperones involved in the storage and 
maturation of proteins containing iron-sulphur and heme (Bulteau et al. 2004). Thus a 
possible role for Nqo15 in complex I of T. thermophilus could be iron storage. It seems, 
however, that the Nqo15 subunit is a unique feature of thermophiles which live in harsh 
environments. (Sazanov & Hinchliffe 2006.) 

As already indicated, the first crystal structure of the bacterial (T. thermophilus) 
complex I peripheral arm has recently been resolved (Hinchliffe & Sazanov 2005, 
Sazanov & Hinchliffe 2006). In this crystallized structure, nine iron-sulphur clusters were 
identified that were previously predicted to reside in complex I of certain bacteria (e.g. E. 
coli and T. thermophilus). The locations of the redox centres in the crystallized structure 
of the peripheral arm were in accordance with previous predictions that the 75 kDa 
subunit binds two tetranuclear clusters, N4 and N5, and one binuclear iron-sulphur 
cluster, N1b, the 51 kDa subunit contains the non-covalently bound FMN and the 
tetranuclear iron-sulphur cluster N3, the 24 kDa subunit binds the binuclear iron-sulphur 
cluster N1a, the TYKY subunit binds the tetranuclear iron-sulphur clusters N6a and N6b, 
and the PSST subunit binds the tetranuclear iron-sulphur cluster N2. In addition, the ninth 
iron-sulphur cluster, N7, which is identified only in certain bacteria, was located in the 75 
kDa subunit. N7 is located too far away from the other clusters to participate actively in 
electron transport, but instead it is likely to be an evolutionary remnant. (Hinchliffe & 
Sazanov 2005, Sazanov & Hinchliffe 2006.)  

2.4.2.3  Assembly of complex I 

Phylogenetic analyses have revealed that most of the 14 core subunits of complex I have 
evolved from hydrogenases of different types (Finel 1998). According to this modular 
evolution theory, three modules, a peripheral NADH dehydrogenase, an amphipathic 
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hydrogenase and a membrane-bound transporter, with distinct functional properties have 
united to form the proton-pumping NADH:ubiquinone oxidoreductase. These three 
modules are also present separately or combined in several other enzymes performing 
similar functions. (Friedrich 2001.)  

The process of complex I assembly has been studied extensively in the fungus N. 
crassa (Friedrich et al. 1989, Tuschen et al. 1990, Schmidt et al. 1992). The findings 
have supported the modular evolution theory by describing the independent assembly of 
two modules, a peripheral and a membrane arm. In addition, it seems that assembly of the 
membrane arm is preceded by the formation of two subcomplexes known as the small 
and large intermediates. The large intermediate is found to be associated with two 
complex I intermediate associated proteins, CIA30 and CIA84, which are not present in 
the final enzyme. (Küffner et al. 1998.)  

Studies on the process of human complex I assembly have led to two distinct 
proposals that differ considerably from one another (Antonicka et al. 2003, Ugalde et al. 
2004b). In the model described by Ugalde et al. (2004b), which is in accordance with the 
modular evolution theory, complex I is assembled semi-sequentially. The discrete 
functional modules are first assembled independently and then joined together in several 
steps to form a peripheral arm and a membrane arm assembly intermediate. Another 
connection between the assembly of human and fungus complex I patterns was 
encountered when NDUFAF1, the human homologue of the fungal complex I chaperone 
protein CIA30, was identified (Janssen et al. 2002), and it has recently been demonstrated 
that NDUFAF1 is an important protein for the assembly and/or stability of complex I in 
humans (Vogel et al. 2005).  

According to the other assembly model, that suggested by Antonicka et al. (2003), 
complex I subcomplexes, identified by 2D Blue native/SDS-PAGE, are composed of 
parts of both the peripheral and the membrane arm. Similar intermediate subcomplexes 
have been observed in another study on patients with mutations in nuclear-encoded 
subunits (Ugalde et al. 2004a). These findings led to the proposal of a distinct complex I 
assembly model in humans, where the peripheral and membrane arms are not assembled 
in separate ways as has been suggested for N. crassa. In addition, a novel molecular 
chaperone has been identified for complex I assembly using a bioinformatics approach 
(Ogilvie et al. 2005). A candidate gene B17.2L was selected by subtracting mitochondrial 
proteins common in aerobic yeasts but missing in fermentative yeasts (with no complex 
I). B17.2L is a paralogue of B17.2 (NDUFS12 in humans), a gene that encodes for a small 
complex I subunit of the matrix arm, and it seems to be an ancient duplication of the 
B17.2 gene (Gabaldon et al. 2005). The role of B17.2L in the assembly of complex I was 
indicated by the finding that it accumulated with complex I subassembly, as seen in 
patients with a complex I assembly defect, but was missing from the fully assembled 
complex I in controls. Moreover, a mutation in the B17.2 gene has been described as 
leading to a defect in complex I assembly. (Ogilvie et al. 2005.)  

A number of additional subunits have been added to the 14-subunit “core” in the 
course of evolution. Complex I in mammalian mitochondria contains 32 additional 
accessory subunits, the role of which has been studied in various species and by a number 
of methods. The results indicate that several of them, e.g. AQDQ, B13, B14.7, 20.9, 
PGIV, PDSW, SDAP and MWFE, are required for the assembly of complex I in the 
specific species studied (Videira 1998, Videira & Duarte 2001, Yadava et al. 2002, 
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Scacco et al. 2003). In bovine tissues, for example, there are 14 accessory subunits with a 
single transmembrane domain that could be readily inserted into the inner mitochondrial 
membrane. When anchored to the membrane, these subunits could then promote and 
organize the assembly of mtDNA-encoded subunits by interacting with their highly 
hydrophobic transmembrane segments. (Abdrakhmanova et al. 2004.) 

The question of the assembly of complex I seems to be far from solved at present. In 
particular, it is not known whether the assembly mechanism seen in N. crassa is 
universal. The mtDNA-encoded subunits in fungus are exclusively located in the 
membrane arm of complex I, supporting the modular assembly theory, whereas several 
peripheral arm subunits encoded by the nuclear DNA in the fungus have mitochondrially 
encoded homologues in other organisms such as plants (Videira 1998).  

2.4.3  Function of complex I 

As a whole, the functions of complex I are to maintain the NAD+/NADH ratio in the 
mitochondrial matrix, to supply ubiquinol to complex III and to contribute to the proton 
motive force supporting the synthesis of ATP (Saraste 1999).  

The overall reaction of complex I 

24 4in outNADH Q H H NAD QH H+ + + ++ + + ↔ + +  

achieves the transfer of two electrons from NADH to ubiquinone, coupled to the 
translocation of four protons across the membrane (Wikström 1984, Galkin et al. 1999).  

2.4.3.1  Redox reaction 

The electron transport chain in complex I is initiated when NADH donates two electrons 
to FMN in a hydride transfer reaction. FMN transfers the electrons by reducing the iron-
sulphur cluster N3 in two single-electron steps (Sled et al. 1994). Electrons are further 
transferred along the linear chain of iron-sulphur clusters at a distance of ~14Å from each 
other (Hirst 2005) along the following path: N3-N1b-N4-N5-N6a-N6b-N2 (Sazanov & 
Hinchliffe 2006). It has been proposed that the cluster N2, with the highest pH-dependent 
midpoint potential, interacts with semiquinone bound in complex I, suggesting that this is 
the final step in the iron-sulphur chain (Yano et al. 2005). The 49 kDa subunit containing 
the N2 cluster and the neighbouring PSST subunit, which have both evolved from the 
hydrogen-reducing domain of [NiFe] hydrogenase, are thought to be involved in 
ubiquinone binding (Kashani-Poor et al. 2001). The location of the Ni-binding site in 
hydrogenase is also conserved in complex I and lies adjacent to the N2 cluster. 
Furthermore, the site is partly exposed towards an elongated cavity at the interface with 
the membrane domain (Sazanov & Hinchliffe 2006). Thus the quinone-binding site of 
complex I may have evolved from the Ni-containing active centre of the hydrogenase. 
The mechanism of ubiquinone reduction in complex I remains unknown, however.  
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According to the most recent observations, seven out of the eight iron-sulphur clusters 
participate in the electron transport chain of complex I. The long distance between 
clusters N1a and N3 implies that N1a is unlikely to participate directly in the electron 
transport chain. FMN seems to be located between these two clusters, suggesting that 
N1a could have a role in preventing excessive reduction of FMN by redistributing the 
electrons further down the redox chain. This would lead to a rapid oxidation of the 
flavosemiquinone radicals and minimize the production of ROS during complex I 
turnover. (Hincliffe & Sazanov 2005, Sazanov & Hinchliffe 2006.) 

The overall NADH:ubiquinone oxidoreduction reaction in complex I can be followed 
by studying differences in light absorption between NADH and NAD+ at a wavelength of 
340 nm. The function of complex I can be followed using several naturally occurring 
inhibitors with highly divergent structures, e.g. rotenone or synthetic chemicals such as 
N-vanillylnonanamide (VNA) (Degli Esposti 1998). In addition to the overall reaction, 
the oxidation of NADH by FMN can be followed using hexammine ruthenium (HAR) as 
an electron acceptor (Sled & Vinogradov 1993). NADH:HAR oxidoreductase activity can 
be used for more robust assessments such as the quantification of complex I. 

2.4.3.2  Proton pumping 

Three different energy transduction mechanisms have been suggested, mainly based on 
the two types of functional model seen in other membrane-bound energy-transducing 
enzymes. The first type of model, direct coupling, involves two proposed mechanisms 
called the Q-cycle mechanism and the directly coupled mechanism. The Q-cycle 
mechanism suggests that quinol is directly involved in proton translocation as a mobile 
proton/electron carrier. An analogous reaction is seen in complex III. (Dutton et al. 1998.) 
The directly coupled mechanism is based on the reaction seen in complex IV, where the 
proton transfer across the membrane is controlled directly by a gating reaction that is 
similar to a coupled electron-transfer reaction (Brandt 1997). The other type of model is 
based on indirect coupling, as seen in complex V. Here the catalytic sector containing the 
cofactors is spatially separated from the proton transfer sector and energy transduction 
takes place through interactions with the protein structure. (Belogrudov & Hatefi 1994.) 
In addition, another model combining both the indirect and direct coupling mechanisms 
has been suggested in the light of modular evolution (Friedrich 2001). This model implies 
that complex I contains two energy-coupling sites, the hydrogenase module functions as a 
redox-driven proton pump and the transporter module may act as a conformation-driven 
proton pump.  

The majority of the evidence at the moment seems to be in favour of the indirectly 
coupled mechanism, partly because of facts that question the direct coupling mechanism. 
The most likely scenario is that the redox chemistry of ubiquinone reduction around the 
iron-sulphur cluster N2 induces specific conformational changes in the structure, which 
are further transmitted to the hydrophobic subunits in the membrane part of complex I, 
acting as ion pumps. (Brandt et al. 2003.)  
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2.4.3.3  Role of accessory subunits 

The role of the 32 accessory subunits in complex I is believed to be a general one, e.g. to 
improve structural stability by keeping the redox groups in the right position, or to protect 
the enzyme from ROS by preventing electron leakage (Friedrich & Weiss 1997). Indeed, 
it has been suggested that complex I may be a major source of ROS production in 
mitochondria, which can lead to mtDNA damage and may be one of the causes of ageing 
(Balaban et al. 2005). In addition, accessory subunits may have specific roles in 
regulating the activity or assembly of complex I, as already described. Furthermore, some 
of the accessory subunits may have an alternative function within or even outside the 
mitochondrial complex I. (Hirst et al. 2003.) 

Two of the accessory subunits of complex I harbour coenzymes related to fatty acid 
metabolism and exhibit similarities to those enzymes. One of these, SDAP, is closely 
related to the acyl carrier proteins (ACPs), with phosphopantetheine as a prosthetic group 
(Runswick et al. 1991). ACPs are involved in type II fatty acid synthesis, which is 
believed to occur in mitochondria (Torkko et al. 2001). Recent findings of a soluble form 
of SDAP in the bovine mitochondrial matrix have provided further evidence for the 
involvement of SDAP in mitochondrial fatty acid synthesis (Cronan et al. 2005). 
Interestingly, deletion of SDAP in N. crassa resulted in impaired complex I assembly and 
increased lysolipids in the mitochondria (Schneider et al. 1995).  

Another accessory subunit, the 39 kDa subunit, contains a conserved NADPH-binding 
motif and is homologous to the family of short-chain acylCoA dehydrogenases. Its role is 
not clear at present, but it is thought to be involved in intramitochondrial fatty acid 
synthesis, possibly together with the SDAP subunit. (Hirst et al. 2003.) 

One of the most recently identified complex I subunits, B16.6, is identical to a product 
of the human cell death regulatory gene GRIM-19, which is induced by interferon-β and 
retinoic acid (Fearnley et al. 2001). Further studies have shown that GRIM-19 indeed 
plays pleiotropic roles within a cell and seems to be essential for complex I assembly 
(Huang et al. 2004). This finding provides a new, but still unresolved link between 
complex I and apoptotic cell death. Another interesting connection between complex I 
and apoptosis has come from the finding that a lack of apoptosis-inducing factor (AIF) in 
human or mouse cells causes a severe reduction in complex I activity and abnormal 
subunit composition. Since AIF itself is not a part of complex I, one additional role that it 
plays, besides induction of apoptosis and chromatinolysis in the nucleus, could be in the 
biogenesis and/or maintenance of complex I. (Vahsen et al. 2004.) A recent study 
employing AIF knock-out human colon carcinoma cells has shown that AIF possesses 
NADH oxidase activity, which was required to restore the complex I activity (Urbano et 
al. 2005). 

2.5  Complex I deficiency 

OXPHOS system deficiencies are the most frequent causes of inborn metabolic errors, 
affecting 1 individual in 5000 (Skladal et al. 2003, Thorburn et al. 2004). Among the 
group of OXPHOS disorders, isolated complex I deficiency is one of the most frequently 
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encountered (Bourgeron et al. 1995, Loeffen et al. 2000). Complex I deficiency is a 
highly heterogeneous disorder both phenotypically and genotypically. The severity and 
course of the disease is basically determined by the specific nature of the deleterious 
mtDNA or nuclear DNA mutation and by the extent of the enzyme defect caused by that 
mutation. In the case of mtDNA mutations, heteroplasmy, tissue specificity and 
environmental factors play additional, modifying roles in the course of the disease. 
Furthermore, the biochemical defect causing the symptoms may also be due to a 
combined deficiency, with one or more additional OXPHOS complexes affected. 
(Janssen et al. 2004.)  

 Several clinical syndromes have been associated with complex I deficiency, ranging 
from lethal neonatal forms (Zheng et al. 1989) to neurodegenerative disorders in adult 
life including Parkinson’s disease and dystonia (Beal 2000). Complex I deficiency is also 
a general feature in several classical mitochondrial syndromes like Leber hereditary optic 
neuropathy (LHON) (Larsson et al. 1991), myoclonic epilepsy with ragged-red fibers 
(MERRF) (Wallace et al. 1988b) and mitochondrial myopathy, encephalopathy, lactic 
acidosis and stroke-like episodes (MELAS) (Ciafaloni et al. 1992).  

2.5.1  Clinical phenotypes in children with complex I deficiency 

Complex I deficiency (OMIM #252010) was first described in 1979 (Morgan-Hughes et 
al. 1979). Since then, it has become evident that complex I deficiency is an important 
cause of inborn errors of metabolism in children (Loeffen et al. 2000). Symptoms begin 
at birth or in early childhood in most cases, and generally present as multi-system 
disorders with a fatal outcome. The majority of the patients die within a few years of the 
first clinical manifestation. (Triepels et al. 2001b, Smeitink et al. 2001a.) Complex I 
deficiency affects most tissues with a high energy demand, such as the brain, heart, 
kidney and skeletal muscle. The most common clinical phenotypes result from the 
dysfunction of these organs, and include Leigh syndrome and Leigh-like syndrome, 
unspecified encephalopathy, fatal infantile lactic acidosis, isolated myopathy, 
cardiomyopathy, hepatopathy, tubulopathy and macrocephaly with progressive 
leukodystrophy (Robinson 1998, Kirby et al. 1999, Loeffen et al. 2000). Other frequent 
features include ophthalmological signs such as external ophthalmoplegia, ptosis, cataract 
and retinopathy (Triepels et al. 2001b).  

2.5.1.1  Leigh syndrome and Leigh-like syndrome 

Leigh or Leigh-like syndrome (OMIM #256000) is the most common pediatric 
phenotype of isolated complex I deficiency (Loeffen et al. 2000). Leigh syndrome (LS), 
first described in 1951 by Denis Leigh, is a progressive neurodegenerative disorder 
involving encephalopathy with lactic acidosis, occasionally complicated by 
cardiomyopathy or a multisystemic presentation (van Erven et al. 1987, Robinson 1998). 
The onset is usually in the first year of life, and the children present with developmental 
delay and failure to thrive. Motor and intellectual retardation, ataxia, dystonia, hypotonia, 
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and optic atrophy are frequently encountered. Neuroimaging shows symmetrical lesions 
in the basal ganglia, midbrain and brainstem. On pathological examination, bilateral 
symmetrical foci of spongy necrosis is detected with myelin degeneration, vascular 
proliferation and gliosis in the thalami, brain stem and spinal cord. Patients with similar 
symptoms but with atypical or unknown neuropathology are referred to as Leigh-like 
cases (LLS). (Rahman et al. 1996, Morris et al. 1996.)  

Besides complex I deficiency, LS or LLS can have several other biochemical causes, 
and it has been described in association with defects of all OXPHOS system enzymes 
(Dahl 1998). Mutations in both mtDNA and nuclear DNA may lead to LS or LLS, but a 
severe form of the disease, called maternally inherited Leigh syndrome (MILS), is caused 
by mutations in mtDNA. The 8993T>G mutation in the ATPase 6 gene is a common 
cause of MILS (Holt et al. 1990). The degree of heteroplasmy of the 8993T>G mutation 
correlates well with the severity of the disease. High levels of mutated mtDNA (>95%) 
lead to MILS, whereas patients with lower mutation load present an adult-onset, slowly 
progressive syndrome called neurogenic weakness, ataxia and retinis pigmentosa 
(NARP). (Tatuch et al. 1992, Carelli et al. 2002.)  

2.5.1.2  Fatal infantile lactic acidosis  

Fatal infantile lactic acidosis (FILA) is characterized by a neonatal onset and a fulminant 
course. The disease presents with hypotonic muscle weakness, lactic acidosis, seizures 
and failure to thrive (Kirby et al. 1999, Loeffen et al. 2000). Isolated and combined 
respiratory chain enzyme deficiencies have been described in patients with FILA (Nagai 
et al. 1993, Bentlage et al. 1996). The genetic origin of FILA can either be nuclear 
(Procaccio et al. 1999, Kirby et al. 2004b) or mitochondrial (McFarland et al. 2004, 
Blakely et al. 2006). Depletion of mtDNA has also been described in association with 
FILA (Mazziotta et al. 1992).  

2.5.1.3  Encephalomyopathies 

Mitochondrial encephalomyopathies are a heterogeneous group of clinical disorders due 
to defects in mitochondrial respiratory chain. As already described, organs such as the 
brain, heart and skeletal muscle are highly energy dependent and thus vulnerable to 
defects in energy metabolism. Skeletal muscle involvement presents with exercise 
intolerance, weakness and myalgias, in association with involvement of other organs, 
most commonly with encephalopathy or cardiomyopathy. (Loeffen et al. 2000, Scaglia et 
al. 2004.) Lactic acidosis with an increased lactate/pyruvate ratio is frequently observed. 
Mitochondrial encephalomyopathies are caused by mutations in both nuclear and 
mitocondrial DNA. (DiMauro & Gurgel-Giannetti 2005.) Mutations presenting isolated 
skeletal muscle myopathy are rare (Andreu et al. 1999, Seneca et al. 2005, Mayr et al. 
2006).  
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2.5.1.4  Leber hereditary optic neuropathy 

The unique anatomical and physiological features of the optic nerve seem to make it 
especially vulnerable to complex I deficiency (Bristow et al. 2002). This is seen in Leber 
hereditary optic neuropathy (LHON) (OMIM #535000), where the rather specific clinical 
phenotype differs greatly from other heterogeneous mitochondrial syndromes. The main 
phenotype of LHON, described already in 1871 by Theodore Leber, is a tissue-specific, 
subacute, painless visual loss characterized by central scotomas, abnormal colour vision 
and optic atrophy. Vision deteriorates over a period of days or weeks in one eye, usually 
followed by the other eye. LHON typically affects young adults, the average age being 23 
years. Men are affected three to four times more often than women. (Simon & Johns 
1999, Man et al. 2002, Zeviani & Di Donato 2004.) 

Approximately 90% of LHON cases carry one of the three mtDNA mutations, 
3460G>A (Howell et al. 1991), 11778G>A (Wallace et al. 1988a) or 14484T>C 
(Chinnery et al. 2001), which all reside in genes encoding complex I subunits. Mutations 
are usually homoplasmic. Interestingly, only 50% of men and 10% of women harbouring 
a pathogenic mtDNA mutation develop the optic neuropathy. This marked incomplete 
penetrance and gender bias imply that additional genetic factors modulate the phenotypic 
expression of LHON (Hudson et al. 2005). (Man et al. 2002.) In addition, environmental 
factors, like tobacco smoke, seem to play a role as risk factors (Tsao et al. 1999).  

2.5.1.5  Mitochondrial encephalomyopathy with lactic acidosis and 
stroke-like episodes 

Mitochondrial encephalomyopathy with lactic acidosis and stroke-like episodes 
(MELAS) syndrome (OMIM #540000) is characterized by migraine-like headache, 
recurrent vomiting, seizures, short stature, normal early development, lactic acidosis and 
ragged-red fibers in muscle (Pavlakis et al. 1984). In general, the classic MELAS 
phenotype affects children at 5-15 years of age. However, stroke-like episodes seldom 
occur in early infancy whereas several atypical manifestations, like delayed motor 
development and failure to thrive are observed (Sue et al. 1999, Okhuijsen-Kroes et al. 
2001). In adults, common clinical manifestations include sensorineural hearing 
impairment, diabetes, myopathy, cardiomyopathy and cognitive decline. Biochemically, 
complex I is frequently the most affected respiratory chain enzyme detected in MELAS. 
(Ciafaloni et al. 1992.) 

Approximately 80% of patients with MELAS have a heteroplasmic missense mutation 
3243A>G in the tRNA Leu(UUR) gene (Goto et al. 1990). The genotype-fenotype 
correlation of 3243A>G is rather loose, since the observed clinical manifestations are not 
restricted solely on MELAS. Identification of mutations in MTND genes associated with 
MELAS or with MELAS/LHON overlap syndrome further address the link between 
complex I defect and MELAS phenotype (Corona et al. 2001). (Zeviani & Di Donato 
2004.) 
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2.5.1.6  Myoclonic epilepsy with ragged-red fibers 

Myoclonic epilepsy with ragged-red fibers (MERRF) (OMIM #545000) is a 
neuromuscular disorder characterized by myoclonus, epilepsy, muscle weakness, 
cerebellar ataxia, deafness and dementia (Fukuhara et al. 1980, Silvestri et al. 1993). 
Eventhough complex IV deficiency is the most prominent biochemical finding in 
patient’s muscle with MERRF, complex I is often also affected. COX-deficient RRFs are 
invariably detected in muscle. Most patients with MERRF harbor a heteroplasmic 
8344A>G mtDNA mutation in tRNA (Lys) gene (Shoffner et al. 1990). Clinical, 
biochemical and molecular studies on large pedigrees with 8344A>G mutation have 
shown a positive correlation between the severity of the disease, age at onset, mtDNA 
heteroplasmy and reduced activity of respiratory chain complexes in skeletal muscle. 
(Zeviani & Di Donato 2004.) 

2.5.2  Diagnosis  

The diagnosis of mitochondrial diseases is usually based on the results of clinical 
examinations, exercise tests, laboratory investigations, MRIs, histo-enzymological tests, 
molecular biology and a biochemical study of oxidative phosphorylation based on muscle 
biopsies. Elevated blood and cerebrospinal fluid lactate and increased ketone body and 
lactate/pyruvate molar ratios often give a clear indication of a mitochondrial disorder, 
making these parameters useful for primary laboratory screening. (Munnich et al. 1992.) 
On the cellular level, a decrease in the activity of complex I hampers the oxidation of 
NADH, leading to an excess of NADH and a lack of NAD+ in the cells. This then leads to 
functional impairment of the Krebs cycle, further increasing the blood lactate, pyruvate 
and ketone body levels. (Triepels et al. 2001b.)  

The functioning of the respiratory chain can be evaluated by various morphological 
methods. Although enzyme histochemical stainings for the activities of complexes II, IV 
and V are reliable, it is difficult to evaluate the activity of complex I by this approach. 
Furthermore, the deficiency has to be fairly profound in order to be detected by enzyme 
histochemical stainings. (Larsson & Oldfors 2001.) A characteristic mosaic pattern 
known as ragged-red fibers (RRFs) is often seen in muscle fiber segments of patients 
with mtDNA mutations. These fibers are stained red by Gomori trichrome and contain 
accumulations of mitochondria often with no complex IV activity. The mitochondrial 
complex I gene MTND5 has been shown to be a hot spot for mutations causing MELAS 
and MELAS/MERRF overlap syndromes with RRFs (Santorelli et al. 1997, Naini et al. 
2005). However, in many pediatric cases with complex I deficiency RRFs are absent. 
(Zeviani & Di Donato 2004.)  

A more precise diagnosis of a mitochondrial disorder can be made by reference to 
biochemical measurements of respiratory chain enzyme activities, often performed on 
disrupted mitochondria from tissue homogenates (Rustin et al. 1991). Spectrophotometric 
measurement of complex I activity is based on the estimation of rotenone-sensitive 
NADH:ubiquinone oxidoreductase activity. The functioning of the respiratory chain 
enzymes can also be measured directly from fresh, intact mitochondria by adding 
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substrates that enter the respiratory chain at different points and monitoring the 
consumption of oxygen by oxygraph (Rustin et al. 1991). In addition to the activities of 
individual enzyme complexes, this method also measures the coupling between electron 
transport through complexes I-IV and ATP production via complex V. The respiratory 
chain enzyme activities are diagnosed in tissues such as skeletal muscle, cultured 
fibroblasts, liver, heart and brain. Fresh skeletal muscle tissue or cultured fibroblasts are 
employed most frequently, although not all complex I deficiencies detected in skeletal 
muscle are expressed in fibroblasts (Kirby et al. 1999, Triepels et al. 2001b). 

Different strategies using patient-derived cultured cell lines are used to elucidate the 
underlying genetic defect. Fusions of patient cells lines with mtDNA-depleted rho zero 
cells can be used to discriminate between mtDNA and nuclear mutations, on the grounds 
that if the cybrids retain their complex I activity the genetic defect resides in the nuclear 
DNA and vice versa (Triepels et al. 2001b). In addition, chromosomes or parts of 
chromosomes which can complement the unknown defective gene can be identified by 
the chromosome transfer technique (Janssen et al. 2004).  

The availability of antibodies raised against complex I subunits has provided a new 
tool for elucidating the underlying OXPHOS defect further. Native protein separation 
methods are used in combination with Western blotting to differentiate between catalytic 
and assembly problems affecting OXPHOS enzymes in patient cell lines (Hanson et al. 
2001a). Furthermore, mutations in the same complex I subunit genes have been shown to 
follow distinct assembly patterns, a feature that can be used to select candidate genes for 
further mutational analysis (Triepels et al. 2001a, Ugalde et al. 2004a).  

Molecular genetic methods have improved the diagnosis of complex I deficiency and 
provided more insight into the genetic aspects of the disease (Triepels et al. 2001b). Point 
mutations can be detected by PCR and subsequent sequencing, but due to the 
heteroplasmic nature of mtDNA, mutations present in muscle or other tissues may be 
missing from blood (Larsson & Clayton 1995). Elucidation of the underlying genetic 
defect enables genetic counselling and prenatal diagnosis to be contemplated, and also 
contributes to our fundamental knowledge of these rare, severe disorders (Rötig et al. 
2004).  

2.5.2.1  Prenatal diagnosis 

Reliable prenatal diagnosis of mitochondrial OXPHOS diseases is difficult. Since the 
molecular defect often remains unclear, the prenatal diagnosis of complex I deficiency 
mainly relies on enzymatic measurements of complex I activity in chorionic villi or 
amniocytes. Contradictory results have nevertheless been obtained concerning the 
reliability of complex I activity measurements in fetal tissues (Faivre et al. 2000, Niers et 
al. 2001, Schuelke et al. 2002). Mutational analysis is an option only in cases where the 
genetic cause of the defect is known. Overall, mutation analysis of nuclear-encoded genes 
in DNA from fetal tissues offers a feasible way of achieving a prenatal diagnosis, but this 
is difficult in the case of a mtDNA mutation, due to the need for a precise estimation of 
heteroplasmy and uncertainty about its effects (Niers et al. 2001, Rötig et al. 2004).  
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2.5.3  Inheritance of complex I deficiency 

Because of the dual genetic origin of complex I, the underlying genetic defect can be 
either mitochondrial or nuclear. Furthermore, the nuclear genes involved in complex I can 
be categorized on both a structural and a functional level. Structural genes encode 
complex I subunits and functional genes encode factors involved in the assembly of 
complex I, biogenesis of the OXPHOS system and maintenance of the mtDNA. (Janssen 
et al. 2004.) In general, it seems that there are differences in the age at onset, in the 
outcome and in the severity and intrafamiliar variability of the clinical course between 
patients affected by OXPHOS defects attributable to nuclear and mtDNA mutations 
(Rubio-Gozalbo et al. 2000). Patients with nuclear mutations become symptomatic at a 
young age and have a severe clinical course, whereas patients with mtDNA mutations 
show a wider clinical spectrum of age at onset and severity. 

The genetic origin of the complex I deficiency can be resolved in around 40% of 
pediatric cases at present (Rötig et al. 2004). In these cases the defect is at the structural 
level. The genetic origin of the remaining 60% of cases seems to lie in genes at the 
functional level. An interesting example of identifying novel causes at the functional 
level comes from the recent finding of mutations in the POLG1 gene encoding the 
catalytic subunit of mitochondrial polymerase γ in patients with multiple oxidative 
phosphorylation deficiencies (de Vries et al. 2006). As already mentioned, only two 
human complex I assembly factors have been suggested so far, CIA30 and B17.2L 
(Janssen et al. 2002, Ogilvie et al. 2005), and many more would presumably be required 
to build a functional complex I. Until these have been identified, the only possibility for 
resolving the underlying genetic defect, especially in isolated complex I deficiency, is to 
study mainly genes at the structural level. 

2.5.3.1  Mutations in nuclear DNA  

The majority of cases with complex I deficiency seem to follow an autosomal recessive 
model of inheritance, suggesting a defect of nuclear origin (Loeffen et al. 2000). Since 
the encounter of the first nuclear-encoded complex I mutation by Loeffen et al. (1998a), 
analyses of complex I deficient patients have revealed mutations in ten nuclear-encoded 
subunit genes and one assembly factor gene (Table 2). These include substitutions of 
functionally important amino acids, frame shifts and premature stop codon mutations and 
also large-scale deletions. (Triepels et al. 2001b, Ogilvie et al. 2005.) The NDUFV1 and 
NDUFS4 genes seem to be hot spots for mutations in nuclear complex I genes.  
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Table 2. Mutations in nuclear-encoded subunits causing complex I deficiency. 

Gene Amino acid substitution Clinical features References 
Core subunits     

NDUFS1 Leu231Val  
Arg241Trp/Arg557X 
Asp252Gly/del codon 222 
Gln522Lys  
Met707Val/large-scale del 

Leigh syndrome  
Leigh syndrome 
leukodystrophy 
leukoencephalopathy  
Leigh syndrome 

Martin et al. 2005 
Benit et al. 2001 
Benit et al. 2001 
Bugiani et al. 2004 
Benit et al. 2001 

NDUFS2 Ala224Val* encephalomyopathy Bugiani et al. 2004 
 Arg228Gln 

Pro229Gln 
Ser314Pro 

hypertrophic cardiomyopathy, 
and encephalomyopathy 

Loeffen et al. 2001 

NDUFS3 Thr451Ile/Arg199Trp Leigh syndrome Benit et al. 2004 
NDUFS7 Va122Met 

Arg145His 
Leigh syndrome 
not specified 

Triepels et al. 1999 
Rötig et al. 2004 

NDUFS8 Pro79Leu/Arg102His 
Pro85Leu/Arg138His 

Leigh syndrome 
late-onset Leigh syndrome 

Loeffen et al. 1998a  
Procaccio & Wallace 2004 

NDUFV1 Arg59X/Thr423Met encephalomyopathy Schuelke et al. 1999 
 Tyr204Cys/Cys206Gly Leigh syndrome Benit et al. 2001 
 Ala211Val muscle hypotonia and 

nystagmus 
Schuelke et al. 2002 

 Glu214Lys/IVS8nt+4 Leigh syndrome Benit et al. 2001 
 Ala341Val leukodystrophy and myoclonic 

epilepsy 
Schuelke et al. 1999 

 Ala432Pro/del nt 989-990 Leigh syndrome Benit et al. 2001 
NDUFV2 IVS2+5_+8delGTAA hypertrophic cardiomyopathy 

and encephalomyopathy 
Benit et al. 2003a 

Accessory 
subunits 

   

NDUFA8 Glu109Lys* encephalomyopathy Bugiani et al. 2004 
NDUFS4 IVSnt-1 

Trp15X 
Trp96X 
Arg106X 
Lys158fs (5bp dupl) 
del of exons 3-5 

Leigh syndrome  
Leigh-like syndrome 
Leigh-like syndrome 
Leigh-like syndrome 
Leigh syndrome 
not specified 

Benit et al. 2003b  
Petruzzella et al. 2001 
Budde et al. 2000 
Budde et al. 2000 
van den Heuvel et al. 1998 
Rötig et al. 2004 

NDUFS6 large-scale del 
IVS2nt+2 

lethal infantile mitochondrial 
disease 

Kirby et al. 2004b 

Assembly 
factor 

   

B17.2L Arg45X encephalopathy Ogilvie et al. 2005 
*These two heterozygous mutations were identified in one patient 
Abbreviations: del = deletion, nt = nucleotide, IVS = inversion, fs = frame shift, dupl = duplication 
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2.5.3.2  Mutations in mtDNA  

Features that distinguish disorders attributable to mitochondrial mutations from others are 
specific genetic characteristics of mtDNA such as maternal inheritance, polyplasmy, 
heteroplasmy, the threshold effect and mitotic segregation. Since mtDNA is maternally 
inherited, pathogenic mutations are transmitted only from mothers to their progeny. Each 
cell contains thousands of copies of mtDNA, the phenomenon called polyplasmy. If both 
the wild-type and mutant-type mtDNA coexist in the cell, the situation is called 
heteroplasmy. When the amount of wild-type mtDNA drops below a certain level (40-
20%) the functioning of the OXPHOS system is disturbed and clinical symptoms emerge, 
a phenomenon called the threshold effect (Lightowlers et al. 1997). The level of the 
threshold effect is tissue-specific, being lower in tissues with a high energy demand, such 
as the heart, brain, skeletal muscle and retina, which means that these tissues are 
especially vulnerable to the effects of pathogenic mtDNA mutations. The degree of 
heteroplasmy can change between cell divisions, since the mtDNA molecules of the 
dividing cell are distributed randomly among the daughter cells. Because of this mitotic 
segregation, the amount of mutant mtDNA can drop below the pathogenic threshold level 
and alter the phenotype of that specific cell line or even the tissue. (DiMauro & Schon 
2003.) A combination of these specific features related to mitochondrial genetics leads to 
a broad spectrum of clinical signs affecting different organs and tissues, and even related 
to the age or gender of the patients.  

The rate of evolution is much faster for mtDNA than for the nuclear genome (Brown 
et al. 1979) partly because the mtDNA is less well protected, especially from ROS 
generated in its vicinity, and because its repair mechanisms are less efficient (Fernández-
Silva et al. 2003). Evolution has produced related sets of mtDNA sequences, called 
haplogroups, that can be recognised by certain sequence changes. Since the mtDNA 
haplogroups are associated with specific populations on different continents, a great deal 
has been learned about the evolution of modern humans and about human migrations by 
studying the haplogroup distributions in different populations. (Herrnstadt & Howell 
2004.) It has also been suggested that haplogroup-specific polymorphisms may play a 
role in the pathogenesis of mitochondrial diseases. The association of a specific 
haplogroup with the penetrance of the disease has been confirmed in cases of LHON. 
Two primary LHON mutations, 11778G>A and 14484T>C have been linked to 
haplogroup J (Torroni et al. 1997) and further studies have narrowed the association to 
the subclades J1c and J2b, which share two specific combinations of amino acid 
substitutions in the cytochrome b gene encoding the subunit of complex III. It has been 
suggested that changes in cytochrome b could have an effect on the activity of complex I 
through the formation of supercomplexes. (Carelli et al. 2006.) In additition, an 
association between an X-chromosomal locus and LHON was recently discovered which 
could perhaps explain the variable penetrance and sex bias (Hudson et al. 2005).  

The higher mutation rate of mtDNA often makes it difficult to distinguish pathogenic 
mutations from benign polymorphisms (Mitchell et al. 2006). Furthermore, there is no 
clear-cut genotype-phenotype correlation, as the same mutation can cause different 
phenotypes and the same clinical features can be caused by different mutations. The 
11778G>A mutation in MTND4 was the first known mtDNA mutation to be associated 
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with a human disease (Wallace et al. 1988a). At present, this mutation along with 
3460G>A in MTND1 and 14484T>C in MTND6 are recognised as the main causes of 
LHON. In addition to these three primary LHON mutations, over 120 pathogenic mtDNA 
point mutations have been reported (MITOMAP, www.mitomap.org). Where the majority 
of pathogenic mtDNA mutations are heteroplasmic, those causing LHON nevertheless 
seem in general to be homoplasmic. The mtDNA genes encoding subunits of complex I 
are among the most frequently encountered carriers of pathogenic mutations, and base 
pair changes causing variable clinical features have been identified in all of them (Table 
3). The majority of the pathogenic mutations reported to affect complex I seem to reside 
in the MTND6 and MTND1 genes, which have therefore been called hot spots for 
mutations causing especially LHON (Chinnery et al. 2001, Valentino et al. 2004). In 
addition, mutations in mitochondrial tRNA genes can lead to the absence or 
misincorporation of certain amino acids during translation and can thereby cause 
complex I deficiency (DiMauro & Hirano 2005). The effect of tRNA mutation on the 
functioning of the OXPHOS enzymes varies depending on codon usage, the subunits that 
are most dependent on the mutant tRNA for protein elongation being more seriously 
affected (Triepels et al. 2001b). In addition, a mutation in a tRNA gene may affect the 
adjacent subunit gene through changes in the processing of the polycistronic transcript 
(Bindoff et al. 1993).  
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Table 3. Pathogenic mtDNA mutations causing complex I deficiency. 

Mutation Gene Amino acid 
replacement 

Clinical Presentation References 

583G>A tRNA(Phe) n.a. exercise intolerance Darin et al. 2006 
3243A>G tRNA(Leu) n.a. MELAS Goto et al. 1990 
3250T>C tRNA(Leu) n.a. isolated myopathy Ogle et al. 1997  
3251T>G tRNA(Leu) n.a. myopathy and lactic acidosis Houshmand et al. 1996 
3271T>C tRNA(Leu) n.a. MELAS Kirby et al. 1999 
3302A>G tRNA(Leu) n.a. progressive myopathy Hutchison et al. 2005 
3303C>T tRNA(Leu) n.a. isolated myopathy Kirby et al. 1999 
3376G>A ND1 Glu24Lys LHON/MELAS overlap Blakely et al. 2005 
3394T>C ND1 Tyr30His long QT Syndrome Matsuoka et al. 1999 
3460G>A ND1 Ala52Thr LHON Huoponen et al. 1991 
3697G>A ND1 Gly131Ser MELAS Kirby et al. 2004a 
3733G>A ND1 Glu143Lys LHON Valentino et al. 2004 
3796A>G ND1 Thr164Ala adult-onset dystonia, spasticity and core-

type myopathy 
Simon et al. 2003 

3902_3908  
inv 

ND1 in-frame 
substitution:
Asp199Gly, 
Leu200Lys, 
Ala201Val 

fatal infantile lactic acidosis Blakely et al. 2006 

3946G>A ND1 Glu214Lys MELAS Kirby et al. 2004a 
3949T>C ND1 Tyr215His MELAS Kirby et al. 2004a 
5132delAA ND2 Asn222fs exercise intolerance Schwartz & Vissing 2002 
5693T>C tRNA(Asn) n.a. encephalomyopathy Coulbault et al. 2005 
7526A>G tRNA(Asp) n.a. isolated myopathy Seneca et al. 2005 
8344A>G tRNA(Lys) n.a. MERRF Shoffner et al. 1990 
8363T>A tRNA(Lys) n.a. MERRF Arenas et al. 1999 
10158T>C ND3 Ser34Pro Leigh syndrome Lebon et al. 2003 
10191T>C ND3 Ser45Pro progressive epilepsy, stroke-like 

episodes, optic atrophy and cognitive 
decline, Leigh syndrome 

Taylor et al. 2001 

11778G>A ND4 Arg340His LHON Wallace et al. 1988a 
11832G>A ND4 Trp358X exercise intolerance Andreu et al. 1999 
12207G>A tRNA(Ser) n.a. myopathy and encephalopathy Wong et al. 2006 
12706T>C ND5 Phe124Leu Leigh syndrome Taylor et al. 2002 
13042G>A ND5 Ala236Thr MELAS and MERRF Naini et al. 2005 
13084A>T ND5 Ser250Cys Leigh/MELAS overlap syndrome Crimi et al. 2003 
13513G>A ND5 Asp393Asn Leigh-like syndrome, MELAS and 

LHON 
Santorelli et al. 1997 

13514A>G ND5 Asp393Gly MELAS-like Corona et al. 2001 
14279G>A ND6 Ser132Leu LHON Zhadanov et al. 2005 
14453G>A ND6 Ala74Val MELAS Ravn et al. 2001 
14459G>A ND6 Ala72Val LHON and dystonia, Leigh syndrome Jun et al. 1996 
14482C>G ND6 Met64Ile LHON Howell et al. 1998 
14482C>A ND6 Met64Ile LHON Valentino et al. 2002 
14484T>C ND6 Met64Val LHON Johns et al. 1992 
14487T>C ND6 Met63Val Leigh syndrome Ugalde et al. 2003 
14495A>G ND6 Leu60Ser LHON Chinnery et al. 2001 
14498C>T ND6 Tyr59Cys LHON Wissinger et al. 1997 
14568C>T ND6 Gly36Ser LHON Wissinger et al. 1997 
14596T>A ND6 Ile26Met LHON de Vries et al. 1996 
14739G>A tRNA(Glu) n.a. exercise intolerance Mayr et al. 2006 
Abbreviations: n.a. = not applicable, inv = inversion, fs = frame shift 
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2.5.3.3  Pathogenic mechanisms  

Since the 14 highly conserved subunits of complex I are believed to form the functional 
core of the enzyme, it is not suprising that the majority of the pathogenic mutations 
related to complex I deficiency are located in them. In general, the pathogenic role of the 
mutation depends on the nature and location of the base pair exchange that has occurred. 
As already indicated, the seven mtDNA-encoded ND subunits are all highly hydrophobic 
membrane proteins, containing a total of as many as 52-59 transmembrane helices 
(Brandt 2006). The transmembrane regions of the proteins are formed of alpha helices 
containing hydrophobic amino acids. Helices can be bundled together to form tertiary 
structures in which only the side chains of the amino acids on the outside of the bundle 
need to be hydrophobic. The transmembrane helices are connected together by loops and 
turns formed of residues with polar side chains which are exposed to an aqueous 
environment on either side of the membrane. (Mathiensen & Hägerhäll 2002, Roth & 
Hägerhäll 2001, Bernardo et al. 2000, Kao et al. 2002, Kao et al. 2003.) Thus mutations 
causing changes in the charge or conformation of the amino acids can disturb the 
secondary structure of the subunit on the membrane arm of complex I, leading to 
problems affecting structural stability and assembly (Ugalde et al. 2003) or the 
functioning of the holoenzyme (McFarland et al. 2004).  

In contrast, no transmembrane segments are predicted for the seven remaining core 
subunits of complex I (Brandt 2006). However, these nuclear-encoded subunits contain 
the binding motifs for all the redox prosthetic groups and the substrate NADH (Sazanov 
& Hinchliffe 2006). Amino acid substitutions near or at these binding sites could have a 
crucial effect on the catalytic activity of complex I. In addition, several nuclear mutations 
in complex I subunits have been shown to cause altered assembly or stability of the 
holoenzyme (Ugalde et al. 2004a). In the case of non-sense mutations, mRNA translation 
results in a truncated peptide, the size of which depends on the location of the mutation. A 
non-sense mutation occurring in the leading peptide of AQDQ resulted in loss of the 
entire protein subunit, preventing the assembly of complex I (Scacco et al. 2003). In 
addition, mutations in complex I genes can affect the stability of other respiratory chain 
complexes through the formation of supercomplexes. Decreased levels of complexes I 
and III were detected in patient cell lines with mutations in the complex I nuclear genes 
NDUFS2 and NDUFS4 (Ugalde et al. 2004a) and the cytochrome b gene of complex III 
(Acin-Perez et al. 2004). 



3 Aims of the present research 

Complex I deficiency, the most common cause of OXPHOS disorders, is characterized by 
a rapidly progressive nature and often fatal course, for which there is no effective 
treatment. Mutations in nuclear or mtDNA-encoded structural subunits of complex I are 
currently detected only in about 40% of children with complex I deficiency. Identification 
of these causative mutations can help us to understand the molecular background of 
complex I deficiency and to enhance our understanding of the clinical signs and 
symptoms displayed by patients. Furthermore, molecular diagnosis of nuclear mutations 
may open the way to prenatal diagnosis. Any efforts to define the origins of these 
disorders will be of value to families with affected children. 

The specific aims of this research were: 

1. to identify the underlying genetic defect causing isolated or combined complex I or 
other OXPHOS enzyme deficiency in 50 children (I-V) 

2. to further elucidate the structural and functional consequences of mutations identified 
in the mtDNA or nuclear DNA genes encoding complex I (I,IV,V) 

3. to obtain more information on the structurally and functionally important sites of 
complex I subunits (I,IV,V)  



4 Patients and methods 

More detailed descriptions of the patients and methods are presented in the original 
papers I-V.  

4.1  Patients (I-V) 

The subjects were 50 children ranging from newborn babies to 18-year-old adolescent 
from three countries (Table 4). Their clinical features were highly heterogeneous but all 
of them pointed strongly to a mitochondrial disorder. In most cases a deficiency in an 
OXPHOS enzyme had been detected; otherwise the selection criteria were based on 
clinical features suggestive of a mitochondrial disorder.  

The nine patients considered in paper I had been described previously (Uusimaa et al. 
2000) and screening of their mtDNA had not revealed any pathogenic mutations 
(Uusimaa et al. 2004). In paper III three patients with a definitely pathogenic mtDNA 
mutation were included in the group in addition to those with an unknown genetic defect 
in order to test the power of conformation-sensitive gel electrophoresis (CSGE) as a 
mutation screening method. 

All the patient samples were examined after obtaining informed consent from the 
parents of the children. 

Table 4. Patients studied in papers I-V. 

Study Nationality Patients (n) Inclusion criteria 
I Finnish 13 encephalomyopathy, isolated or combined complex I deficiency, no 

mtDNA mutations detected  
II Swedish 11 muscle weakness, exercise intolerance, delayed psychomotor 

development, failure to thrive 
III Dutch 25 isolated (n = 6) or combined (15) complex I deficiency or complex 

III deficiency (3), decreased pyruvate oxidation and ATP 
production (1), no mutations in nuclear complex I genes identified  

IV Dutch 1 isolated complex I deficiency and a putatively pathogenic mtDNA 
mutation identified in paper III  

V Finnish 1 skeletal muscle weakness and short stature 
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4.2  Clinical investigations (I, II, V) 

The patients were evaluated in a standardized manner, including computed tomography 
(CT) or magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) of the brain, electroencephalography, 
electroneuromyography, determination of plasma lactate and cerebrospinal fluid lactate 
(only in paper I) and urinary levels of organic acids. Audiograms and ophthalmological 
examinations adapted to the age and co-operability of the children were performed. In 
addition, karyotype analysis, mutation analysis for fragile-X, liver tests, levels of amino 
acids in urine and plasma and urinary excretion of oligosaccharides were determined for 
paper I. Patients were eligible for the series in paper I if no definite diagnosis could be 
established on the basis of these examinations. A muscle or skin biopsy was taken for 
further histological, biochemical and molecular analyses. 

4.3  Morphological analysis of skeletal muscle (II) 

Electron microscopy and enzyme histochemical stainings of skeletal muscle samples 
were performed as described previously (Larsson & Oldfors 2001).  

4.4  Tissue culture (I, IV) 

For paper I, fibroblast cell lines from the patient and five controls were cultured in 1 x 
DMEM culture medium (Biochrom AG, Berlin, Germany) containing 5 mg/ml ascorbate, 
100 units/ml penicillin, 100 μg/ml streptomycin, 10% (v/v) fetal bovine serum and 0.25 
μg/ml amphotericin-B. For paper IV, fibroblasts from a skin biopsy were cultured in 
M199 medium (Life Technologies, Grand Island, NY, U.S.A.) supplemented with 10% 
fetal calf serum and antibiotics. The 143B206 TK- rho zero cells were cultured in DMEM 
(Life Technologies) supplemented with 5% fetal calf serum, antibiotics, 1mM uridine and 
100 μg/ml bromodeoxyuridine.  

To discriminate between diseases of nuclear and mitochondrial origin in paper IV, 
transmitochondrial cybrids were constructed by transferring mitochondria from the 
patient’s fibroblasts into 143B206 TK- rho zero cells (King & Attardi 1996). The cybrids 
were maintained in a high-glucose DMEM medium (Invitrogen, Gibco, Carlsbad, CA, 
U.S.A.) supplemented with glutamine, 1 mM sodium pyruvate, 10% fetal calf serum and 
antibiotics.  

4.5  Isolation of mitochondria (I, II, V) 

Fractions of disrupted mitochondria were isolated from human tissue homogenates for 
enzyme activity measurements. Mitochondria were isolated from a 20-100 mg muscle 
specimen (Wibom et al. 2002 in paper II), (Rasmussen et al. 1997 in papers I and V) or 
from cultured fibroblasts (Birch-Machin & Turnbull 2001 in paper I). For papers I and IV, 
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the inner mitochondrial membrane fraction from cultured fibroblasts and cybrids was 
isolated for protein separation by Blue native PAGE (Nijtmans et al. 2002). The 
harvested cells were treated with digitonin, which selectively dissolves membranes 
containing cholesterol, saving the inner mitochondrial membrane. The undissolved inner 
mitochondrial membrane fraction was then collected by centrifugation and the membrane 
proteins were solubilized with dodecyl-β-D-maltoside. 

4.6  Enzyme activities 

4.6.1  Spectrophotometric measurements of OXPHOS 
enzyme activities (I, II, IV, V) 

The spectrophotometric measurements of OXPHOS enzyme activities were carried out in 
three laboratories (Nijmegen Centre for Mitochondrial Disorders, The Netherlands, 
Karolinska Institutet, Sweden and University of Oulu, Finland) using nonstandardized 
protocols. Comparison of the enzyme activities measured in the three laboratories was 
not performed, since differences in the experimental procedures have been shown to 
cause high variation of results (Gellerich et al. 2004). 

For paper I, the enzyme activity of the fibroblast mitochondria was assayed for 
complex IV and for complex I, I+III and II+III with minor modifications (Rustin et al. 
1994). Complex I activity was assayed by measuring rotenone-sensitive NADH oxidation 
in the presence of decylubiquinone. The reaction velocity of cytochrome c reduction by 
NADH was measured in order to determine the activity of complexes I+III. The part of 
the reaction velocity caused by the activity of complex I was distinguished from the 
reduction by complex III by adding rotenone to the reaction mixture. The activity of 
complexes II+III was obtained by measuring the succinate-dependent reduction of 
cytochrome c, and the activity of complex III was measured in terms of ubiquinol-
dependent cytochrome c reduction. The activity of complex IV was assayed as the 
oxidation rate of reduced cytochrome c (Chrzanowsa-Lightowlers et al. 1993). The 
measurements were performed using the Aminco DW-2 UV-VIS spectrophotometer 
(American Instrument Co, Silver Spring, MD, U.S.A.) at 37°C. In paper II, the activities 
of the respiratory chain enzymes glutamate dehydrogenase and citrate synthase were 
measured by the methods of Wibom & Hultman (1990) and von Döbeln et al. (1993) for 
the patients examined during the period 1995-2000, while the enzyme activites for the 
patients examined in 2001-2004 were assayed by improved methods (Wibom et al. 
2002). For paper IV, mitochondrial respiratory chain enzyme activities were measured in 
muscle samples (quadriceps muscle biopsies), skin fibroblasts and cybrids (Loeffen et al. 
2000), while for paper V muscle respiratory chain complex activities were assayed for 
complex I (Vuokila & Hassinen 1988), complexes II+III and I+III (Sottocasa et al. 1967) 
and complex IV (Cooperstein & Lazarow 1951). 
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4.6.2  Mitochondrial ATP production rate (II) 

For paper II, the mitochondrial adenosine triphosphate production rate (MAPR) was 
measured by the methods of Wibom & Hultman (1990) and von Döbeln et al. (1993) in 
the case of the patients examined in 1995-2000 and by improved methods (Wibom et al. 
2002) for patients examined later.  

4.6.3  Complex I in-gel activity (I) 

The in-gel activity assay for complex I was performed according to Nijtmans et al. 
(2002). Mitochondrial inner membrane fractions isolated from cultured fibroblasts were 
electrophoresed through a 5-15% Blue-native polyacrylamide gradient gel (BN-PAGE) 
and the activity of complex I in the gel was defined according to the intensity of the 
colour reaction resulting from the reduction of nitrotetrazolium blue (NTB) by the 
dehydrogenase portion of the enzyme. Deamino-NADH was used as an electron donor in 
the reaction. 

4.7  Expression and assembly of complex I 

4.7.1  Blue native PAGE and second-dimension SDS-PAGE (I, IV) 

The assembly and level of expression of complex I in the patient fibroblasts and cybrids 
was analysed using BN-PAGE and second-dimension (2D) SDS-PAGE. Detergent-
solubilized inner mitochondrial membrane enzyme complexes were separated out on a 5-
15% acrylamide Blue native gradient gel. The lanes were cut off and the enzyme 
complexes were separated into subunits by 2D SDS-PAGE (Nijtmans et al. 2002, Ugalde 
et al. 2004a). 

4.7.2  Western blotting (I, IV) 

Proteins from the mitochondrial inner membrane fraction were transferred from the BN-
PAGE and 2D SDS-PAGE gels to nitrocellulose filters (BioRad, Hercules, CA, U.S.A.) 
(Nijtmans et al. 2002). Antibodies raised against the complex I subunits 30 kDa, 39 kDa 
and ND6 (a gift from Prof. Capaldi), the complex III core 2 subunit UQCRC2 (Molecular 
Probes, Leiden, The Netherlands) and the complex IV subunit COXII (Molecular Probes) 
were used to identify the respective respiratory chain complexes and their subcomplexes. 
A secondary antibody, HRP-conjugated goat anti-mouse IgG (Santa Cruz Biotechnology, 
Santa Cruz, CA, U.S.A.), was allowed to react with the primary antibodies, and the 
reaction was detected by the ECL Western blotting method (Amersham Biosciences, 
Buckinghamshire, England) on Scientific Imaging Film (Kodak, Rochester, NY, U.S.A.).  
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4.7.3  Transcription of the TYKY subunit (I)  

The NDUFS8 mRNA was analysed in order to confirm the transcription of both strands 
and to ensure correct splicing of the introns. Total mRNA was first isolated from the 
patient fibroblasts using an Oligotex Direct mRNA isolation kit (Qiagen, Valencia, CA, 
U.S.A.) and transcribed to cDNA using an Omniscript kit (Qiagen). The transcription of 
cDNA was allowed to occur at 37˚C for 1 h, followed by inactivation of the transcriptase 
at 93˚C for 5 min. The coding sequence of NDUFS8 was amplified from the cDNA by 
hot start PCR using the primers F1 and R3 described by Loeffen et al. (1998a). The PCR 
products were separated on a gel electrophoresis, from which the fragment representing 
the TYKY coding region was isolated using a Prep-A-Gene DNA purification kit 
(BioRad). Finally, the primers F1, F2, F3, R1, R2 and R3 were used for cycle sequencing 
of the NDUFS8 gene transcript (Loeffen et al.1998a).  

4.8  Detection of mtDNA and nuclear mutations 

4.8.1  Extraction of DNA (I, V) 

Total genomic DNA was extracted from the patients’ muscle and blood samples using the 
standard sodium dodecyl sulphate-proteinase K method or a QIAamp DNA Blood Mini 
Kit (Qiagen).  

4.8.2  Amplification of DNA (I-V) 

MtDNA was amplified in 63 overlapping fragments, covering nucleotide positions 523 to 
16090 of the revised Cambridge reference sequence (rCRS) (Finnilä et al. 2000). The 
template DNA was amplified by PCR in 30 cycles of denaturation at 94°C for 1 minute, 
annealing at the primer-specific temperature for 1 minute and extension at 72°C for 1 
minute, with a final extension step at 72°C for 10 minutes after the last cycle. Amplified 
PCR fragments of mtDNA were used in cycle sequencing, restriction fragment analysis 
(RFLP) and conformation-sensitive gel electrophoresis (CSGE). 

The hot start or touchdown PCR method was used to amplify the coding regions of 
nine nuclear-encoded complex I genes NDUFAB1, NDUFS1, NDUFS2, NDUFS3, 
NDUFS4, NDUFS7, NDUFS8, NDUFV1 and NDUFV2. Intronic primers were designed 
to flank the coding sequences and exon-intron junctions of the genes. The hot start PCR 
protocol included an initial denaturation step lasting from 1 min 43 s to 15 min depending 
on the polymerase used, before proceeding to 30 cycles of amplification. In the 
touchdown programme the annealing temperature was lowered by 0.5°C per cycle 
between 66°C and 58°C or 60°C and 52°C and then maintained at 58°C or 52°C, 
respectively, for the final 20 cycles. The amplified exons of the nuclear complex I genes 
were used for cycle sequencing and RFLP. 
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4.8.3  Conformation-sensitive gel electrophoresis (II-V) 

Substitutions in the mtDNA coding region were analysed by CSGE. The protocol 
consisted of analysis of the mtDNA sequence from bp 523 to 16090 according to the 
rCRS (Andrews et al. 1999). MtDNA was amplified in 63 overlapping fragments, which 
were mixed with a control sample of known sequence. The heteroduplexes were 
electrophoresed through a 15% polyacrylamide gel and samples with distinct mobility 
were further analysed by sequencing. (Finnilä et al. 2000.) The sensitivity of the CSGE 
method was tested in paper III by analysing three patients with known mtDNA mutations 
in a blinded fashion. In addition, five randomly selected DNA samples from the cohort 
were subjected to direct sequencing and the chromatograms were analysed again in a 
blinded fashion. The mtDNA sequences were compared with the corresponding 
sequences obtained with the CSGE protocol in order to estimate the substitution detection 
rate between the two methods. 

4.8.4  Cycle sequencing (I-V) 

PCR-amplified fragments were cycle sequenced for identification and confirmation of the 
base pair substitutions. The PCR products were first purified with 0.5 U shrimp alkaline 
phosphatase (Amersham Pharmacia Biotech, Freiburg, Germany) and 6 U exonuclease I 
(New England Biolabs, Beverly, MA, U.S.A.) or with the QIAquick PCR Purification Kit 
(Qiagen). The fragments were then cycle sequenced using the DYEnamic ET Terminator 
Cycle Sequencing Kit (Amersham Pharmacia Biotech) with ThermoSequenase II DNA 
polymerase. The primers used for the sequencing were the same as for amplification. The 
labelled amplicons were then precipitated with salt/ethanol and analysed with an ABI 377 
(Applied Biosystems, Foster City, CA, U.S.A.) sequencing instrument. The resulting 
sequences were aligned with the rCRS or complex I nuclear gene reference sequences by 
Sequencher 4.1.4 (Gene Codes Corporation, Ann Arbor, MI). 

4.8.5  Assessment of the heteroplasmy levels for 
mutations in mtDNA (II-V) 

The heteroplasmy of the novel and rare mtDNA variants was studied by RFLP of 
fragments that had been amplified in the presence of 6.3-12.5 μCi of 35S-dATP (Perkin 
Elmer, Boston, MA, U.S.A.). Mismatch primers were designed for PCR when a specific 
restriction site was missing. Labelled PCR products were digested with compatible 
restriction enzymes and the digestion products were separated on a 6% or 10% DNA-
PAGE. The amounts of digestion products representing the wild-type and mutant mtDNA 
were measured and the proportion of the mutation was calculated (Shoffner et al. 1990). 
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4.8.6  Verification of novel variants  

All new nuclear and mitochondrial sequence variants were confirmed by restriction 
fragment analysis (RFLP) or allele-specific PCR, or by sequencing a second PCR 
amplificant in both directions. Whenever a new variant had been confirmed, RFLP or 
allele-specific PCR was used to determine its frequency in 96-200 population controls.  

4.8.6.1  Restriction fragment analysis (I-V) 

Amplified DNA was digested overnight in a 20 μl reaction volume with 5-20 U of 
restriction enzyme. The digestion products were electrophoresed on a 3% MetaPhor gel 
(BioWhittaker Molecular Applications, Rockland, ME, U.S.A.) in 1 x TBE buffer 
(Amresco Inc., Solon, OH, U.S.A.) and stained with ethidium bromide. 

4.8.6.2  Allele-specific PCR (I, V) 

Allele-specific PCR was used to verify the frequencies of the synonymous Ala430 
substitution in the 49 kDa subunit (paper I) and Ile187Thr in the ND1 subunit (paper V). 
The primers containing a locked nucleic acid (LNA) base at the 3’ end (Proligo LLC, 
Paris, France) were designed to anneal with either the wild-type sequence or the sequence 
containing the substitution (Braasch & Corey 2001). The presence or absence of a PCR 
product then determined the specific allele genotype of the subject. 

4.8.6.3  Bioinformatics for estimating the pathogenicity of variants (I-V) 

All the mtDNA or nuclear complex I gene sequence variants identified were compared 
with those reported in human mitochondrial genome databases [MITOMAP 
(www.mitomap.org); mtDB (www.genpat.uu.se/mtDB/); GiiB-JST mtSNP 
(www.giib.or.jp/mtsnp/index_e.html)] and previous publications (Finnilä et al. 2001, 
Herrnstadt et al. 2002, Kivisild et al. 2006), or in the human nuclear genome SNP 
database (www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov).  

The pathogenic potential of the novel non-synonymous substitutions was estimated 
using information on the nature of the ensuing amino acid exchange and the conservation 
of the position amongst species. Changes in structure and intracellular localization caused 
by the amino acid exchange were also taken into account. The predictions were 
calculated using information deposited in an EMBL database (www.embl-
heidelberg.de/predictprotein/predictprotein.html), the GiiB-JST mtSNP database 
(www.giib.or.jp/mtsnp/index_e.html), WinPep 3.01 (www.ipw.agrl.ethz.ch/ 
~lhennig/winpep.html) (Henning 1999), MitoProt II (ihg.gsf.de/ihg/mitoprot.html) 
(Claros & Vincens 1996) and PSORT II (psort.nibb.ac.jp). Conservation indices were 
calculated to denote the conservation of a specific amino acid (Ruiz-Pesini et al. 2004). 
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4.9  Mutagenesis of NDH-1 in Escherichia coli (V) 

4.9.1  Deletion of NuoH gene 

The NuoH gene (equivalent to human MTND1) was removed from the Nuo-operon of the 
E.coli strain GV102 (Oden et al. 1990) using the pKO3 plasmid (Kervinen et al. 2004, 
Kervinen et al. 2006) and replaced with a streptomycin resistance gene. The replacement 
was confirmed by sequencing. The knock-out strain without the chromosomal nuoH gene 
was referred to as HK18.  

4.9.2  Mutagenesis and expression of the NuoH gene 

Reference and mutant NuoH expression plasmids were prepared for in trans 
complementation. The amplified NuoH gene was subcloned into the pETBlue-2 plasmid 
and point mutations causing the amino acid substitutions Ile201Thr and Ile201Val 
(equivalent to human Ile187Thr and Ile187Val) were introduced into the nuoH gene using 
the QuikChange XL mutagenesis kit (Stratagene, La Jolla, CA, U.S.A.). The reference 
NuoH or the gene harbouring the mutation was introduced into the nuoH knock-out strain 
HK18 in an expression plasmid (Kervinen et al. 2006).  

4.9.3  Preparation of bacterial membrane samples  

Bacteria for the membrane preparations were grown in Luria-Bertani (LB) medium with 
appropriate antibiotics and collected when the absorbance reached 0.4-0.7 at 600 nm. The 
cells were washed and disrupted using a French Press. Finally, the membranes for the 
enzyme activity measurements were collected by ultracentrifugation at 120 000 x g for 60 
min (Kervinen et al. 2006).  

4.9.4  Activity of NDH-1 in Escherichia coli 

The activities of decylubiquinone (DB) reductase, hexammine ruthenium (HAR) 
reductase and deamino-NADH (d-NADH) oxidase, with and without N-
vanillylnonanamide (VNA) inhibition, were measured using an Aminco-DW2 or 
Shimadzu UV-3000 (Shimadzu Corporation, Kyoto, Japan) dual-wavelength 
spectrophotometer (Kervinen et al. 2004, Kervinen et al. 2006).  
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4.10  Statistical analyses (II, III, V) 

The MAPR and respiratory chain enzyme activities were compared between the groups 
of patients analysed in paper II by adjusting the mean values for the assays performed in 
the control group to 100%. Then the coefficient of variation for each assay was calculated 
and a mean coefficient of variation was obtained for all the control subjects. Eleven 
degrees of freedom were used for the calculations of statistical significance (Student’s t 
test) with both the control subjects and patients. 

In paper III an evolutionary network was constructed based on the mtDNA variations 
in the 28 children. A binary data file was created and the calculations for the network 
were carried out using the reduced median algorithm implemented in the Network 4.106 
software (www.fluxus-engineering.com). The numbers of novel non-synonymous 
sequence variants among the patients were compared with the results of a permutation 
analysis. Twenty-five sequences of patients were sampled 1000 times with replacements 
from 617 previously published sequences belonging to European haplogroups (Finnilä et 
al. 2001, Herrnstadt et al. 2002). The number of non-synonymous variants present in the 
sampled sequences and absent from the remaining sequences was counted for each 
permutation and a 95% confidence interval was derived from these values.  

In paper V, the measurements of DB reductase activity were fitted into the Michaelis-
Menten one-site saturation kinetics using the SigmaPlot 9 program (Systat Software, 
Erkrath, Germany). The assays were performed with at least three separate membrane 
preparations, and a mean for these samples was calculated. The statistical significances of 
differences in enzyme activity were evaluated using Student’s t-test.  

 



5 Results 

5.1  Common features of complex I deficiency  

5.1.1  Clinical phenotypes (I, II, IV, V) 

The patients with complex I deficiency were a clinically heterogeneous group that shared 
some common features such as early onset of disease, failure to thrive, muscle weakness, 
muscle hypotonia/hypertonia, exercise intolerance, delayed psychomotor development, 
ataxia, seizures, optic atrophy, nystagmus, hearing loss, cardiac involvement, respiratory 
distress, gastrointestinal dysmotility, recurrent infections and a progressive clinical 
course. The eleven patients with complex I deficiency considered in paper II were 
divided into four subgroups on the basis of the clinical features: patients with 1) Leigh 
and Leigh-like syndrome, 2) neonatal lactic acidosis with encephalomyopathy and 
hypertrophic cardiomyopathy, 3) encephalomyopathy with hearing impairment, optic 
nerve atrophy and cardiac involvement, and 4) hearing impairment, cataract, muscle 
weakness and hypertrichosis. These subgroups were also representative of the clinical 
spectrum of patients in the other series reported in papers I, IV and V.  

The most common electroencephalographic abnormalities reported in papers I and II 
were slowing of the background activity, focal irritation and generalized spike-and-wave 
discharges. Electroneuromyography showed myopathy, neurogenic degeneration, or 
lower motor neuron disease. Brain CT or MRI revealed cortical atrophy, intracranial 
calcifications, basal ganglia lesions or generalized demyelination. Blood lactate was 
intermittently or constantly elevated in 30% of cases in paper I and 55% of cases in paper 
II. Electron microscopy of the skeletal muscle revealed increased amounts of 
mitochondria and variation in their size and shape. The most common abnormal findings 
in light microscopy were type 2 fiber atrophy, fat accumulation and degenerative and 
myopathic changes. RRFs were found in 4 patients out of 24 in papers I, II, IV and V.  
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5.1.2  Biochemistry (II)  

The activities of NADH dehydrogenase (complex I) and NADH cytochrome c reductase 
(complex I-III) were found decreased in all eleven patients in paper II, whereas the 
activities of succinate cytochrome c reductase (complex II-III) and cytochrome c oxidase 
(complex IV) were normal. Glutamate dehydrogenase and citrate synthase activities were 
slightly elevated. The MAPR in isolated mitochondria was reduced, along with the 
complex I substrates glutamate and malate, whereas the other substrates gave normal ATP 
production rates. The rate of succinate oxidation was increased both the rotenone-treated 
normal mitochondria and the untreated mitochondria of 9 out of the 11 complex I-
deficient patients. Western blot analyses comparing the proportion of succinate 
dehydrogenase with the mitochondrial voltage-dependent anion channel (VDAC) in 
seven muscle tissue samples showed that there was no increased expression of complex II 
in the patients. Analysis of organic acids in the urine revealed increased secretion of 
lactate, malate and fumarate in four patients.  

5.2  Analysis of nine nuclear-encoded subunits of complex I (I, V) 

Sequencing of the nine nuclear genes encoding conserved and functionally important 
subunits of complex I, NDUFAB1, NDUFS1-4, NDUFS7-8 and NDUFV1-2, in 14 
children revealed twelve substitutions (Table 5). Eleven were considered common 
polymorphisms, either on the grounds of their frequency, which was similar among the 
patients and 100 controls, or because they had already been reported in a database as 
single nucleotide polymorphisms (SNPs). Seven of them were synonymous, including a 
novel 201A>T substitution in NDUFV2. A novel non-synonymous substitution was 
observed in the NDUFS8 gene, leading to an Arg18Cys substitution in the TYKY 
subunit. Interestingly, the allele was absent in 202 healthy controls and in the remaining 
107 children with unexplained encephalomyopathy.  

Table 5. Sequence variation in nine nuclear complex I genes in 14 Finnish patients. 

Gene Variant Amino acid  refSNP ID 
NDUFS1 Ala322 rs1127566 
 

966G>T 
1251A>G Arg417 rs1801318 

NDUFS2 Pro20Thr rs11538340 
 Pro352Ala rs11576415 
 

58C>A 
1054C>G 
1290C>T Ala430 rs1136207 

NDUFS4 Val4 rs2279516 
 Gly66 rs31304 
 

12G>C 
198C>A 
312G>A Arg104 rs31303 

NDUFS7 68C>T  Pro23Leu rs1142530 
NDUFS8 52C>T Arg18Cys novel 
NDUFV2 Ala29Val rs906807 
 

86C>T 
201A>T Val67 novel 

The substitution described further in section 5.2.1 is marked in bold. 
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5.2.1  52C>T in NDUFS8 (I) 

A novel non-synonymous substitution 52C>T was observed in the NDUFS8 gene of a 
patient with encephalomyopathy, short stature and nystagmus. The substitution was found 
in a heterozygous form in the patient and her mother. An analysis of mRNA encoded by 
the NDUFS8 gene in patient fibroblasts confirmed that both alleles were expressed. 
Decreased activity of complex I in the muscle mitochondria of the patient was noted, 
whereas the activities of the other OXPHOS enzymes were within normal limits. All the 
OXPHOS enzyme activities and their ratios in fibroblasts, including complex I activity, 
were within the control range.  

The 52C>T substitution leads to an amino acid substitution Arg18Cys in the 34-
amino-acid N-terminal leading peptide of the TYKY subunit (Procaccio et al. 1997). The 
amino acid substitution leads to the replacement of a basic arginine18 by a non-polar 
sulphur-containing cysteine. Structure predictions suggest that this replacement could 
have an effect on the secondary structure of the TYKY subunit by disrupting the alpha 
helix of the leading peptide (the Predict protein, WinPEP 3.01). The hydrophobicity 
properties (MuHd and Hmax) of the mutant TYKY leading peptide were decreased relative 
to the wild-type sequence and to a certain mitochondrial-targeting sequence (MitoProt II). 
In addition, the mutation altered the mitochondrial localization probability values from 
52.2% to 47.8% (PSORT II).  

The assembly of complex I in patient and control fibroblasts was studied using BN-
PAGE and 2D SDS-PAGE. A fully assembled complex I with subcomplexes was seen 
clearly with an antibody against the 39 kDa subunit and the assembly pattern was similar 
in the patient and control fibroblasts (Fig. 3 in paper I). In addition, the in-gel activity of 
complex I in the patient fibroblasts was found to be visually indistinguishable from that 
in the control fibroblasts, suggesting that complex I NADH-dehydrogenase activity was 
not decreased in the patient fibroblasts (Fig. 2 in paper I).  

5.3  Analysis of mtDNA (II-V) 

The mtDNA coding region in 38 patients was resolved by CSGE and subsequent 
sequencing. Comparison of the sequences with the rCRS revealed a total of 107 
synonymous substitutions, 57 non-synonymous substitutions, 36 rRNA or tRNA 
substitutions, two length variants in homopolymeric cytosine tracks spanning between 
nucleotides 568-573 and 5895-5899, respectively, and one single-nucleotide deletion. The 
variants are listed in Table 3 of paper II and Table 2 of paper V, whereas in paper III the 
28 sequences were imported into an evolutionary network constructed using mtDNA 
sequence information on 617 Europeans (Fig. 1 in paper III). All the patients were 
assigned to one of the European mtDNA haplogroups or subhaplogroups on the basis of 
the identification of established haplogroup-determining polymorphisms (Torroni et al. 
1996). The phylogenetic network based on mtDNA coding region variation enabled easy 
identification of the haplogroup-specific polymorphisms and novel private substitutions.  

The majority of the mtDNA variants, including all the synonymous substitutions and 
most of the non-synonymous ones, were considered polymorphisms. In addition, four 
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previously reported pathogenic mutations were identified: 3460G>A in MTND1 
(Huoponen et al. 1991), 10191T>C in MTND3 (Taylor et al. 2001), 11778G>A in 
MTND4 (Wallace et al. 1988a) and 14487T>C in MTND6 (Ugalde et al. 2003). 
Furthermore, four novel non-synonymous substitutions 3866T>C in MTND1, 4681T>C 
in MTND2, 9891T>C in MTCO3 and 14122A>G in MTND5, one novel substitution in an 
rRNA gene, 686A>G in MTRNR1, and nine novel synonymous substitutions were 
discovered (Table 6). Three variants were found that have previously been reported only 
in a single sequence: 6681T>C in MTCO1, 13630A>G in MTND5, and 12188T>C in 
MTTH (Herrnstadt et al. 2002, Kivisild et al. 2006). 

Table 6. Novel and previously known pathogenic mtDNA variants. 

Synonymous substitutions Non-synonymous substitutions Substitutions in rRNA or tRNA 
genes 

Novel variants   
4233T>C 

6665C>T 

7954T>C 

8065G>A 

9657C>T 

11629A>G 

12924A>G 

13608T>C 

13671A>G 

3866T>C# 

4681T>C 
9891T>C 
14122A>G 
 

686A>G 

Pathogenic variants   
n.a.  3460G>A 

8993T>G* 

10191T>C 
11778G>A 
14487T>C 

3243A>G* 

7497G>A* 

n.a. not applicable. The substitutions described further in section 5.3.1 are in bold. 
*Three children with definite pathogenic mutations were included in the sample set in order to examine the 
reliability of the CSGE protocol. 
#Novel at the time of identification. 

Before any further molecular analyses were carried out, the pathogenic potential of the 
novel and rare sequence variants was estimated. The pathogenic role of the two 
substitutions 14122A>G and 13630A>G in MTND5 was excluded because of the low 
conservation of these amino acid positions and the nature of the amino acids exchanged. 
The 13630A>G substitution had previously been found in the same mtDNA 
subhaplogroup, indicating that it is a rare haplogroup-specific polymorphism (Herrnstadt 
et al. 2002). Similarly, the 6681T>C substitution in MTCO1 was considered a rare 
polymorphism. The rest of the novel and rare substitutions, 686A>G in MTRNR1, 
9891T>C in MTCO3 and 12188T>C in MTTH, were considered polymorphisms, since 
the molecular defects in the case of pathogenicity did not correlate with the deficiency 
seen in the patients. The pathogenic potential of 3866T>C in MTND1 and 4681T>C in 
MTND2 could not be excluded and additional investigations were performed to further 
establish their role (Table 7). 
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Table 7. Molecular characteristics of mtDNA mutations identified in children with 
complex I deficiency.  

Paper Mutation Subunit Amino acid 
change 

Heteroplasmy 
in muscle 

Haplogroup Phenotype 

III 3460G>A ND1 Ala52Thr 100% J1 myopathy with muscle 
weakness and exercise 
intolerance 

V 3866T>C ND1 Ile187Thr 75% J1c myopathy, short stature 
III,IV 4681T>C ND2 Leu71Pro >95% T2 Leigh syndrome 
II 10191T>C ND3 Ser45Pro 97% H2 Leigh-like syndrome 
II 11778G>A ND4 Arg340His 100% J1 encephalomyopathy with 

hearing impairment, optic 
nerve atrophy and cardiac 
involvement 

II 14487T>C ND6 Met64Val 95% J1 Leigh syndrome 

5.3.1   Novel mtDNA mutations 

5.3.1.1  3866T>C in MTND1 and mutagenesis of a homologous position 
in Escherichia coli (V) 

An isolated complex I deficiency was detected in the muscle of a Finnish patient with 
skeletal muscle weakness and short stature. Sequencing of the nine nuclear genes of 
complex I revealed eight substitutions which had already been reported in the SNP 
database (Table 2 in paper V). Analysis of the complete mtDNA genome identified 29 
base pair substitutions, assigning the patient’s mtDNA to subhaplogroup J1c. A novel 
non-synonymous substitution 3866T>C was discovered, leading to an Ile187Thr amino 
acid change in ND1. The substitution was heteroplasmic, the proportion of 3866C being 
77% in the patient’s blood and 75% in the muscle and 34% in his mother’s blood. 
Furthermore, the substitution was absent in 96 healthy Finnish controls.  

In order to study the functional and structural consequences of the substitution further, 
an E. coli strain was created carrying the Ile201Thr mutation in the NuoH subunit 
(homologue to the human Ile187Thr mutation in ND1). d-NADH oxidase and DB 
reductase activities were slightly lower in the Ile201Thr-mutant strain than in the 
reference strain (Table 3 in paper V). Interestingly, the activity of HAR reductase, used to 
quantify NDH-1, was lower in the Ile201Thr strain than that in the reference strain. The 
sensitivity of the mutant NDH-1 to inhibition by VNA was similar to that in the reference 
strain. In addition, another mutation Ile201Val was introduced into the E. coli NuoH 
subunit (homologous to Ile187Val in human ND1). This is caused by a 3865A>G 
mutation in MTND1 and has previously been detected in a patient with Alzheimer’s 
disease (Tanaka et al. 2004). The d-NADH oxidase, DB reductase and HAR reductase 
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activities of the Ile201Val mutant were similar to those of the Ile201Thr mutant (Table 3 
in paper V).  

5.3.1.2  4681T>C in MTND2 (III, IV) 

A patient with Leigh syndrome showed an isolated complex I deficiency in both 
fibroblasts and skeletal muscle. The patient suffered from progressive 
encephalomyopathy and died of respiratory failure at the age of 10 years. To discriminate 
between a nuclear and mitochondrial origin for the disease, transmitochondrial cybrids 
were constructed. A significant reduction in complex I activity was measured in the 
mutant clones, confirming that the genetic defect was located in the mitochondrial 
genome. 

CSGE analysis of the entire mtDNA coding region revealed 24 polymorphisms that 
assigned the mitochondrial sequence to subhaplogroup T2. Altogether ten substitutions 
were identified in complex I genes, including the missense mutation 4681T>C in 
MTND2, which was not present in the mitochondrial databases analysed. This mutation, 
which leads to a Leu71Pro amino acid exchange in the ND2 subunit of complex I, was 
absent from the father’s and mother’s blood, whereas it was almost homoplasmic (>95% 
mutant load) in the blood, fibroblasts and muscle of the patient (Fig. 1B in paper IV). 
When BN-PAGE and 2D SDS-PAGE were carried out on fibroblasts and cybrid clones 
from the patient to estimate the assembly and amount of complex I, an impairment of 
complex I assembly was detected on the strength of two observations. The amount of 
fully assembled complex I was lower in patient’s fibroblasts than in those from the 
controls (Fig. 2A in paper IV), and low-molecular weight subcomplexes appeared to 
accumulate in the mutant cells (Fig. 2B in paper IV). Steady-state levels of complex III 
were not affected by the mutation.  

5.3.2  Quality control of the mtDNA sequences (III) 

Two approaches were employed in order to evaluate the quality of the sequences. First, 
three samples harbouring a known mtDNA mutation were included in the material in a 
blind fashion. Each mutation was correctly identified by the CSGE protocol. Second, the 
CSGE protocol was compared with direct sequencing in terms of the substitution 
detection rate. Complete mtDNA was sequenced from five randomly selected patients. 
Direct sequencing revealed the synonymous substitution 5147G>A, which was not 
detected by CSGE, and the CSGE protocol revealed the novel heteroplasmic substitution 
14122A>G, which was not observed in the sequence chromatograms. These results 
suggested a sensitivity of 98.8% and a specificity of 100% for both methods.  
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5.3.3  Statistical analysis of the variation in mtDNA (III) 

A permutation analysis was carried out to compare the frequency of novel non-
synonymous substitutions between the patients with OXPHOS deficiency and controls. 
The 25 Dutch patients harboured altogether seven non-synonymous substitutions 
(4681T>C, 9181A>G, 9891T>C, 14122A>G, 14325T>C, 15287T>C, 15851A>G) that 
were not found in the 617 control sequences belonging to European haplogroups. A 
permutation analysis among the 617 sequences indicated that the mean number of such 
substitutions in a random sample of 25 sequences was 6.5 (95% confidence interval 2 – 
12).  



6 Discussion 

6.1  Mutations causing complex I deficiency 

The development of new technologies has made the analysis of complete mtDNA 
sequences and nuclear genes a feasible diagnostic tool. 50 patients were examined here 
with either isolated or combined complex I deficiency or other OXPHOS enzyme defect. 
The coding region of mtDNA had either been analysed previously or was analysed in the 
present connection in all cases and seven were found to harbour previously known 
pathogenic mutations. In addition, eight novel or rare mtDNA substitutions were 
discovered, two of which were considered to have a high pathogenic potential. 
Sequencing of the nine nuclear-encoded complex I genes in 14 of the present patients and 
previous sequencing in 25 Dutch patients revealed only one novel, possibly pathogenic 
mutation. All in all, the frequency of possible mtDNA mutations in our cohort was 18%. 
If the novel Arg18Cys substitution in TYKY is a pathogenic mutation, the frequency of 
nuclear mutations in our cohort can be taken to be 3%. Similarly, the entire mtDNA and 
11 nuclear-encoded complex I subunits have been analysed in 23 Italian infants or 
children with isolated complex I deficiency. The underlying genetic defect was resolved 
in eight cases, or 35% of the patients studied, a figure that is in good agreement with our 
current knowledge of the prevalence of detected mutations in complex I-deficient 
children. (Bugiani et al. 2004.) In another study, complete analysis of mtDNA and six 
nuclear DNA-encoded complex I subunit genes in 50 children with complex I deficiency 
led to determination of the disease-causing mutation in 20% of cases, all the mutations 
identified being of mitochondrial origin (Lebon et al. 2003).  

The quality of mtDNA sequences has been a subject of debate during the last few 
years (Bandelt et al. 2001, Herrnstadt et al. 2003, Bandelt et al. 2005). In the course of 
the present research CSGE was used to screen for mtDNA sequence changes relative to a 
reference sample and subsequent sequencing was used in order to identify the nucleotide 
changes. The resulting mtDNA sequences were then compared with the published 
sequences of European origin (Finnilä et al. 2001, Herrnstadt et al. 2002), enabling an 
easy distinction to be made between haplogroup-specific polymorphisms and 
substitutions that needed further evaluation. The sensitivity of the CSGE protocol was 
tested and the results suggested a high sensitivity and specificity for the method.  
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6.1.1  Definitely pathogenic mutations 

Two of the three primary LHON mutations, 3460G>A in MTND1 and 11778G>A in 
MTND4, were identified among the present patients. The 3460G>A mutation was 
detected in a Dutch adolescent with isolated complex I deficiency and progressive 
myopathy as the sole manifestation of her mitochondrial disease. This mutation causes an 
amino acid exchange Ala52Thr (conservation index 90) in the ND1 subunit of complex I. 
The amino acid substitution occurs in the loop region between two predicted 
transmembrane alpha helices on the matrix side of the membrane. The mutation has been 
shown to lead to a marked decrease in the specific activity of complex I (Majander et al. 
1991, Howell et al. 1991) while not affecting the general mitochondrial ATP synthesis, 
according to in vivo phosphorus magnetic resonance spectroscopy (MRS) (Lodi et al. 
1997, Cock et al. 1999). The functional consequences of the 3460G>A mutation have 
been studied by mutagenesis in P. denitrificans (Zickermann et al. 1998), and analyses of 
bacterial strains carrying mutations homologous to it and adjacent residues have 
suggested a specific role for this region in ubiquinone reduction.  

The other primary LHON mutation 11778G>A detected here was present in four 
siblings, a girl with complex I deficiency, encephalomyopathy and cardiac involvement 
and three boys suffering from similar symptoms with additional hearing impairment and 
optic atrophy. This mutation leads to an Arg340His amino acid substitution in the highly 
conserved transmembrane region of ND4, which is located close to the matrix side of the 
membrane and is characterized by positively charged amino acids (Fearnley & Walker 
1992). It has been suggested that the domain may be involved in the binding of a 
ubisemiquinone intermediate, since a reduction in rotenone inhibition has been 
demonstrated in 11778G>A mitochondria (Degli Esposti et al. 1994, Ghelli et al. 1997). 
The biochemical data concerning the pathogenic mechanism of 11778G>A are 
nevertheless controversial. Reports of normal NADH:ubiquinone oxidoreductase activity 
in lymphocytes and cybrids (Majander et al. 1991, Guy et al. 2002) or a mild complex I 
defect in platelets (Smith et al. 1994) have been published. However, studies on intact 
mitochondria describe a reduced rate of oxygen consumption in the presence of complex 
I-linked substrates (Larsson et al. 1991, Majander et al. 1996) and abnormal 
mitochondrial ATP synthesis (Lodi et al. 1997, Guy et al. 2002), suggesting a more 
general role for the 11778G>A mutation in mitochondrial energy metabolism.  

Increased expression of the LHON mutations 11778G>A and 14484T>C has been 
reported in the haplogroup J genome, whereas no such association has been detected 
between 3460G>A and haplogroup J (Carelli et al. 2006). Interestingly, most of the 
patients with pathogenic mtDNA mutations identified here belonged to haplogroup J1. 
This was true of both of the patients with the two primary LHON mutations, 3460G>A 
and 11778G>A, and the patients with two other mtDNA mutations, 3866T>C and 
14487T>C, belonging to haplogroups J1 and J1c, respectively. These observations 
suggest that the combination of haplogroup J1-specific polymorphisms with pathogenic 
or perhaps only slightly deleterious mutations might be an additional risk factor for 
mitochondrial dysfunction. (Herrnstadt & Howell 2004.)  

Two recently reported pathogenic mutations, 10191T>C in MTND3 (Taylor et al. 
2001, Lebon et al. 2003, McFarland et al. 2003) and 14487T>C in MTND6 (Lebon et al. 
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2003, Solano et al. 2003, Ugalde et al. 2003), were identified in Swedish patients with 
Leigh-like syndrome or Leigh syndrome, respectively. The 10191T>C mutation leads to a 
Ser45Pro amino acid substitution within the hydrophilic loop between the first and 
second membrane-spanning alpha helices of ND3 (Fearnley & Walker 1992). The change 
from serine to proline presumably adjusts the conformation of the peptide bond, leading 
to altered folding of the ND3 subunit. Studies on mutant complex I in patient fibroblasts 
have shown a drastic decrease in specific activity, whereas the decrease in the amount of 
the assembled complex I has been only moderate. It therefore seems that the 10191T>C 
mutation affects the catalysis of complex I rather than the assembly or stability of the 
enzyme. (McFarland et al. 2004.) The 10191T>C mutation has been identified previously 
in five children with Leigh syndrome (Lebon et al. 2003, Bugiani et al. 2004, McFarland 
et al. 2004, Leshinsky-Silver et al. 2005) and in an adult patient with a progressive 
history of epilepsy, stroke-like episodes, bilateral optic atrophy and cognitive decline 
(Taylor et al. 2001). Interestingly, it seems that in some cases the mutation has occurred 
de novo and in others, as in our case, it has been transmitted from the mother. Earlier 
onset and a more severe phenotype both seem to correlate with a higher mutation load 
and lower specific activity of complex I.  

The 14487T>C mutation leads to a Met63Val amino acid substitution in the third 
transmembrane helix of ND6. This is evolutionarily the best-conserved region of ND6 
(Carelli et al. 1999), containing several pathogenic mutations associated with Leigh 
syndrome (Kirby et al. 2000), MELAS (Ravn et al. 2001), LHON/dystonia and LHON 
(Chinnery et al. 2001). Studies on the expression and assembly of complex I suggest that 
the Met63Val amino acid change in ND6 may impair the stability or assembly of the 
holoenzyme (Ugalde et al. 2003). Increased production of ROS has also been detected in 
transmitochondrial cells harbouring the 14487T>C mutation (Gonzalo et al. 2005). The 
oxidation of lipids and mtDNA was increased without any upregulation of antioxidant 
enzyme activities. Thus oxidative stress has been considered to contribute to the 
pathogenesis of the 14487T>C mutation. (Gonzalo et al. 2005.) The mutation has been 
previously reported in three patients with Leigh syndrome (Lebon et al. 2003, Ugalde et 
al. 2003, Bugiani et al. 2004) and two patients with childhood-onset progressive 
generalized dystonia and bilateral striatal necrosis (Solano et al. 2003). The mutation load 
of 14487T>C varies among these patients, the highest heteroplasmy level (95%) having 
been detected in the muscle of our patient and in a child with Leigh syndrome and cardiac 
involvement (Bugiani et al. 2004). No correlation has been detected between age at onset 
or clinical phenotype and the mutation load.  

Interestingly, the same mtDNA mutations have recently been detected in several 
studies on children from different ethnic backgrounds with mitochondrial 
encephalopathies and complex I deficiency. Frequently encountered mtDNA mutations in 
addition to 10191T>C and 14487T>C have been 10158T>C in MTND3 (Lebon et al. 
2003, McFarland et al. 2003, Bugiani et al. 2004, Crimi et al. 2004), 11777C>A, 
affecting the same residue in MTND4 as the 11778G>A LHON primary mutation 
(Deschauer et al. 2003, Komaki et al. 2003, Bugiani et al. 2004) and two mutations 
13513G>A and 13514A>G affecting the same residue in MTND5 (Chol et al. 2003, 
Kirby et al. 2003, Lebon et al. 2003, Bugiani et al. 2004, Sudo et al. 2004). 
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6.1.2  Novel mutations  

It is often difficult to assess the pathogenic role of an amino acid substitution, especially 
in the case of mtDNA. Certain criteria can be used to determine the deleterious role of 
such a mutation (DiMauro & Schon 2003). The probability of the variant being 
pathogenic increases if the nucleotide change is heteroplasmic, absent in control subjects, 
phylogenetically highly conserved, or if it co-segregates with the disease in a maternal 
lineage. In addition, various bioinformatic analyses may be used to predict changes 
caused by a replacement in the secondary or tertiary structure of the protein. The 
functional consequences of a mutation can be examined further by means of rho zero cell 
fusion studies or by introducing the corresponding mutation into a simpler model of 
complex I. Previous data have shown that bacterial NDH-1 can be used as a model to 
study the effects of mtDNA mutations on complex I (Zickermann et al. 1998, Kervinen et 
al. 2006).  

In the present work a novel 4681T>C mutation in the mitochondrial MTND2 gene was 
found in a Dutch patient with isolated complex I deficiency and Leigh syndrome. 
Transfer of the patient’s mitochondria to rho zero cells retained the specific complex I 
defect, confirming the mitochondrial origin of the underlying genetic defect. 4681T>C 
was heteroplasmic and was not present in 200 healthy controls of the same ethnic 
background. Since the mutation was not detected in the blood of the mother or father, it 
seems to have occurred de novo. The mutation causes replacement of the hydrophobic 
Leu71 by proline in the third transmembrane helix of ND2. Even though the conservation 
index for Leu71 was only 36, the position is moderately conserved for hydrophobic 
amino acids among species. The replacement of leucine by proline within the alpha 
helical region may lead to conformational changes that could consequently affect the 
integrity of the entire complex I. Interestingly, accumulation of specific assembly 
intermediates of complex I was detected in fibroblasts of this patient, suggesting impaired 
assembly of complex I. The decreased assembly of complex I would then have led in turn 
to the decreased complex I activity detected in the patient.  

The mtDNA of the patient belonged to the T2 haplogroup. Suprisingly, the mtDNA 
sequence had only two nucleotide positions that differed from the mtDNA in a previously 
described Dutch LHON patient, S089, without any of the primary LHON mutations 
(Howell et al. 2003). Our patient harboured 4681T>C, whereas patient S089 had 
3338T>C, which causes a relatively rare substitution Val11Ala in ND1. The close 
similarity between these two mtDNA sequences indicates that they have a recent common 
ancestor. Moreover, it is interesting that both of these patients had the clinical phenotype 
of a mitochondrial disorder. It is tempting to speculate that the combination of mtDNA 
variants in the founder sequence may contribute to the OXPHOS defect in these two 
patients. 

The other novel mtDNA mutation, 3866T>C, was identified in a Finnish patient with 
isolated complex I deficiency. The mutation leads to a Ile187Thr amino acid replacement 
in a moderately conserved fifth transmembrane helix of ND1 (Roth & Hägerhäll 2001). 
Bioinformatics and several features of the consensus criteria set for pathogenic mtDNA 
mutations supported pathogenicity: the mutation was novel, it was heteroplasmic with a 
higher mutation load in the patient than in the asymptomatic mother, and it was absent in 
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96 healthy Finnish controls. Following the identification of 3866T>C in the mtDNA of 
our patient belonging to haplogroup J1c, the same mutation has been reported in six other 
mtDNA sequences, but ones belonging to other haplogroups (Ingman et al. 2000, 
Herrnstadt et al. 2002, Maca-Meyer et al. 2003, Mishmar et al. 2003, Kivisild et al. 2006, 
Ingman & Gyllensten 2006), confirming that 3866T>C is not a haplogroup-specific 
variant. Thus the mutation has arisen several times in different populations, which is a 
feature that is common to many pathogenic mtDNA mutations.  

Additional studies were required to further establish the pathogenic role of 3866T>C. 
The functional consequences of the Ile187Thr replacement were studied by introducing a 
homologous substitution in NDH-1 of E. coli. Activities measured in the mutant and 
reference NDH-1 indicated that the replacement did not affect the catalytic activity of the 
enzyme. However, the amount of NDH-1 with the Ile201Thr mutation was lower than 
that of the reference, suggesting that the mutation could affect the stability or assembly of 
the enzyme, as in the case of the two mutations Glu214Lys and Tyr215His in the adjacent 
loop, causing MELAS (Kirby et al. 2004a, Kervinen et al. 2006). Interestingly, the 
mtDNA of the patient belonged to the subhaplogroup J1c, characterized by two mutations 
14798T>C and 15452C>A in the cytochrome b subunit of complex III. In addition, 
4216T>C in the MTND1 gene is one of the polymorphisms that characterize haplogroup 
J. This variant leads to an amino acid replacement Tyr304His in the eighth 
transmembrane helix of ND1. Interestingly, both Tyr304His and Ile187Thr occur in 
transmembrane helices and at the same approximate depth in the membrane-spanning 
segment (Roth & Hägerhäll 2001). Even though the haplogroup-specific substitutions are 
not deleterious by themselves, the outcome could be different in combination with other 
slightly deleterious mutations such as 3866T>C. Such a combination of the mutations, for 
instance, could alter the stability of the holoenzyme or the formation of supercomplexes.  

One novel non-synonymous substitution was found in the nuclear gene NDUFS8 
leading to Arg18Cys in the TYKY subunit. This gene encodes a 210-amino-acid 
precursor protein containing a 34-amino-acid N-terminal leading peptide for 
mitochondrial import (Procaccio et al. 1997). Bioinformatic analyses predicted that the 
Arg18Cys mutation could cause changes in the physicochemical properties of the leading 
peptide, but our studies did not reveal any differences in complex I assembly or activity 
between the patient and control fibroblasts. Differences in respiratory chain enzyme 
activities in muscle and fibroblasts have been described previously, and many OXPHOS-
deficient patients express reduced complex I activity in muscle but not in fibroblasts (van 
den Heuvel et al. 2004). In most cases the cause of the differential expression of the 
OXPHOS defect is unknown. Further studies failed to confirm the pathogenic role of the 
Arg18Cys replacement in the TYKY leading peptide, but pathogenicity was considered 
possible if the substitution co-occurred with polymorphisms affecting the protein import 
machinery of the mitochondria, for instance. Furthermore, only nine of the 39 nuclear-
encoded subunits of complex I were sequenced in the patient, so the possibility of 
inheritance of another deleterious heterozygous mutation remains. A digenic inheritance 
pattern has been described in a patient with two novel heterozygous mutations, one in the 
NDUFS2 gene with paternal origin and the other in the NDUFA8 gene with maternal 
origin (Bugiani et al. 2004). Further research is clearly needed to establish the pathogenic 
role of the Arg18Cys replacement in TYKY. 
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6.2  Common signs of complex I deficiency 

6.2.1  Biochemical features related to complex I deficiency  

The age at onset, the severity of the clinical course and the outcome in patients with 
OXPHOS system defect have been suggested to differ between patients with nuclear or 
mtDNA mutations (Rubio-Gozalbo et al. 2000). However, in the present study, no clear 
pattern in the severity of the disease between nuclear and mitochondrial defect was 
detected. For instance, patient Y (paper III) with the 3460G>A mtDNA mutation had one 
of the lowest complex I activities in the group of 25 patients with OXPHOS system 
deficiency. Since only two of these patients had verified pathogenic mtDNA mutations, 
the defect in the remaining cases, with higher complex I activities, seems to be due to 
nuclear defect.  

Secondary metabolic alterations were detected in most of the patients with decreased 
complex I activity examined in connection with paper II, including the patient with the 
10191T>C mutation. Increased levels of fumarate and malate in their urine suggested 
altered regulation of the Krebs cycle. NAD+ is required in mitochondria for the 
conversion of malate to oxaloacetate by the Krebs cycle. Decrease in oxidation of NADH 
caused by complex I deficiency could lead to an increased NADH/NAD+ ratio, which 
would in turn have a negative effect on the Krebs cycle. Inhibition of complex I could 
reduce the amount of NAD+ and lower the level of oxaloacetate acting as a feed-back 
inhibitor of complex II. Indeed, markedly increased succinate oxidation rates were found 
in complex I-deficient mitochondria relative to control mitochondria, suggesting 
loosening of the feed-back inhibition of complex II by oxaloacetate (Fig. 2 in paper II). 
(Ernster & Nordenstrand 1967.)  

Urinal excretion of lactate, fumarate and malate was not increased in patients with the 
14487T>C mutation or the 11778G>A LHON primary mutation. As already described, 
the biochemical data on the pathogenesis of the 11778G>A mutation are controversial. In 
vivo phosphorus magnetic resonance spectroscopy (MRS) has been used to study the 
energy metabolism of muscle tissue in patients with LHON (Cortelli et al. 1991, Lodi et 
al. 1997), and a decrease in mitochondrial ATP production has been detected, especially 
in patients with the 11778G>A mutation. Furthermore, a decrease in molecular oxygen 
consumption with complex I substrates has been demonstrated in intact mitochondria 
harbouring 11778G>A (Hofhaus et al. 1996), but estimates of the severity of the specific 
complex I enzyme defect vary considerably (Carelli et al. 1997, Majander et al. 1991, 
Brown et al. 2000, Guy et al. 2002). Since there has not been any confirmation of the 
enzymatic defect in complex I caused by the 11778G>A mutation, other hypotheses for 
the pathogenesis have been suggested, including apoptosis (Howell 1998) and increased 
production of ROS (Degli Esposti et al. 1994). The production of ROS in association 
with LHON mutations has been studied by creating cybrids using neuronal precursor 
cells with mitochondria from patients carrying either the 3460G>A or the 11778G>A 
mutation (Wong et al. 2002). As a result, an increase in mitochondrial superoxide 
production has been detected in the differentiated neuronal cells. Interestingly, increased 
ROS production was also detected in transmitochondrial cybrids carrying 14487T>C 
(Gonzalo et al. 2005). In view of the metabolic differences between patients carrying the 
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mutations 10191T>C, 14487T>C and 11778G>A, it seems that the pathogenic 
mechanisms differ between 10191T>C and the other two mutations. The pathogenesis of 
the 10191T>C mutation could be related to a defect in the specific activity of complex I 
as suggested, where as the latter two mutations could have a pathogenic role further down 
from the oxidation of complex I-specific substrates. Additional factors such as increased 
oxidative stress could make a contribution to the pathogenic outcome in these cases.  

6.2.2  Clinical features related to complex I deficiency 

The phenotypes of the patients included in this research were in general in accordance 
with previous observations, which have shown the early onset of a similar spectrum of 
clinical symptoms and high mortality in complex I-deficient children (Kirby et al. 1999, 
Triepels et al. 2001b). However, two primary LHON mutations were identified in patients 
with clinical signs differing considerably from the classical symptoms of LHON. The 
3460G>A mutation was identified in a Dutch adolescent with isolated complex I 
deficiency and progressive myopathy as the sole manifestations of her mitochondrial 
disease, whereas her younger brother recently developed symptoms of classical LHON. 
Interestingly, a high sequence similarity was identified between the mtDNA of our patient 
and that of another Dutch patient, S016, with clinically typical LHON (van Senus 1963, 
Howell et al. 2003), suggesting that both patients originated from the same pedigree. 
Most family members carrying the homoplasmic primary LHON mutations remain 
asymtomatic. This incomplete penetrance indicates that mutational burden is not the only 
determinant of expression and other factors have been suggested to contribute including 
genetical, both mitochondrial and nuclear, and environmental factors. (Man et al. 2002, 
Hudson et al. 2005.) Another primary LHON mutation, 11778G>A, was identified in 
four siblings with related parents. In their case, a recessive nuclear factor influencing on 
the atypical phenotype may well be present. One of the siblings was a girl with complex I 
deficiency, encephalomyopathy and cardiac involvement and three boys suffering from 
similar symptoms but with additional hearing impairment and optic atrophy. In addition 
to optic neuropathy, other neurological abnormalities such as movement disorders, 
peripheral neuropathy, multiple sclerosis-like syndrome and cardiac conduction 
abnormalities (Nikoskelainen et al. 1994, Mashima et al. 1996) have been described as 
being associated with LHON (Nikoskelainen et al. 1995). The 11778G>A mutation has 
been identified in patients with chorea and dementia resembling Huntington disease 
(Morimoto et al. 2004), familial multisystem degeneration with Parkinsonism (Simon et 
al. 1999) and progressive bilateral hearing loss (Ceranic & Luxon 2004), but only a few 
pediatric cases with LHON primary mutations have been reported to be associated with 
atypical phenotypes. The 3460G>A, 14459G>A and 14484T>C mutations have been 
identified in young male patients with neurological disorders resembling Leigh syndrome 
in addition to LHON (Funalot et al. 2002). All in all, the clinical data on our patients 
suggest that the phenotype caused by the primary LHON mutations is highly variable and 
that the symptoms may already occur in infancy.  

We identified the first mutation in the ND2 subunit to be associated with complex I 
deficiency and Leigh syndrome. Only two primary disease-causing mutations had 
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previously been reported in ND2: an amino acid substitution Gly259Ser associated with 
LHON (Brown et al. 1992) and a 2 bp deletion leading to a frame shift at Asn222 
identified in a patient with exercise intolerance (Schwartz & Vissing 2002). The 
4681T>C mutation induced a more severe clinical phenotype in our patient, most 
probably due to the high mutant loads (above 95%) found in all the tissues analysed. All 
in all, the identification of several mtDNA mutations, including 10191T>C in MTND3 
and 14487T>C in MTND6, in patients with Leigh or Leigh-like syndrome indicates the 
frequent association of this phenotype with mutations in MTND genes. 



7 Conclusions 

The underlying genetic defect in about half of all mitochondrial energy metabolism 
disorders can be traced back to mutations in one of the subunits of complex I. The goal of 
the present research was to resolve the genetic cause of the disease in 50 patients with 
isolated or combined complex I deficiency or other OXPHOS system defect. The unique 
features of mitochondrial genetics and the variable signs of mitochondrial disorders 
nevertheless guarantee that establishment of the pathogenic role of a mtDNA variant is 
not an easy task. Two novel mtDNA mutations with pathogenic potential were identified 
here. A novel 4681T>C mutation in MTND2 was found in a child with isolated complex I 
deficiency causing Leigh syndrome. Molecular studies demonstrated that the mutation 
leads to impaired assembly of complex I, causing decreased activity of the enzyme. In 
addition, a rare 3866T>C mutation in MTND1 was identified in a patient with myopathy, 
leading to an Ile187Thr amino acid substitution in the ND1 subunit of complex I. Activity 
assays of a mutant E. coli NDH-1 bearing the homologous Ile201Thr substitution 
suggested a defect in the assembly or stability of the holoenzyme. Furthermore, the 
patient’s mtDNA sequence belonged to subhaplogroup J1c, which has been shown to be 
associated with increased penetrance of LHON. It may be suggested that 3866T>C in 
combination with the specific mtDNA haplogroup J1c background leads to altered 
stability of complex I.  

Identification of the underlying genetic defect gives information on the structurally 
and functionally important sites of the complex I subunits. The novel amino acid 
substitution Leu71Pro caused by 4681T>C occurs in the third transmembrane helix of 
ND2, where no other disease-associated mutations have been described previously. The 
replacement presumably leads to conformational changes in the peptide. Since hampered 
assembly and/or stability of the holoenzyme was detected in mutant cells, it seems that 
proper folding of ND2 is required for a stable structure of complex I. Another mutation, 
14487T>C, leads to Met63Val in the third transmembrane helix of ND6. This and the 
adjacent transmembrane helix harbour several pathogenic mutations, including the 
LHON primary mutation 14484T>C. All the mutations are in relatively close spatial 
proximity, possibly defining two sides of a functionally or structurally important area 
between the two helices.  

All in all, we were able to identify a pathogenic mtDNA mutation in nine children 
with complex I deficiency. Two LHON primary mutations, 3460G>A and 11778G>A, 
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were identified in patients with clinical signs differing considerably from the classical 
symptoms of LHON, suggesting the phenotypes caused by the primary LHON mutations 
to be more variable than had previously been thought. The analysis of nine nuclear-
encoded subunits of complex I resulted in the identification of only one novel 
heterozygous substitution with pathogenic potential.  

Our findings and other recent results emphasize a more frequent contribution of 
mtDNA mutations to the aetiology of pediatric complex I deficiency than had previously 
been anticipated. Even though some of them have been discovered for the first time only 
recently, a set of mtDNA mutations have now been reported to occur in multiple 
unrelated families. Screening for the mutations 10158T>C, 10191T>C, 11777C>A, 
13513G>A, 13514A>G and 14487T>C should be carried out when assessing the 
underlying genetic defect in children with complex I deficiency. Apart from the clearly 
pathogenic mutations, the contribution of sequence variation elsewhere in mtDNA cannot 
be underestimated, as in the case with the 3866T>C mutation.  
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